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Abstract
We present the fermionic representation for the q-deformed hypergeometric functions
related to Schur polynomials considered by S.Milne [12]. For q = 1 these functions
are also known as hypergeometric functions of matrix argument which are related to
zonal spherical polynomials for GL(N,C)/U(N) symmetric space. We show that these
multivariable hypergeometric functions are tau-functions of the KP hierarchy. At the
same time they are the ratios of Toda lattice tau-functions considered by Takasaki in
[16], [21] evaluated at certain values of higher Toda lattice times. The variables of the
hypergeometric functions are related to the higher times of those hierarchies via Miwa
change of variables. The discrete Toda lattice variable shifts parameters of hypergeometric
functions. Hypergeometric functions of type pFs can be also viewed as group 2-cocycle
for the ΨDO on the circle of the order p − s ≤ 1 (the group times are higher times of
TL hierarchy and the arguments of hypergeometric function). We get the determinant
representation and the integral representation of special type of KP tau-functions, these
results generalize some of Milne’s results in [12]. We write down a system of linear
differential and difference equations for these tau-functions (string equations). We present
also fermionic representation for special type of Gelfand-Graev hypergeometric functions.
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Introduction
Hypergeometric functions play an important role both, in physics and in mathematics [3].
Many special functions and polynomials (such as q-Askey-Wilson polynomials, q-Jacobi poly-
nomials, q-Gegenbauer polynomials , q-Racah polynomials , q-Hahn polynomials , expressions
for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) are just certain hypergeometric functions evaluated at special
values of parameters. In physics hypergeometric functions and their q-deformed counterparts
sometimes play the role of wave functions and correlation functions for quantum integrable
systems. In the present paper we shall construct hypergeometric functions as tau-functions
τ of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy of equations. It is interesting that the KP
equation
4∂t1∂t3u = ∂
4
t1
u+ 3∂2t2u+ 3∂
2
t1
u2 (u = 2∂2t1 log τ), (0.0.1)
which originally served in plasma physics [4] now plays a very important role both, in physics
(see [5]; see review in [6] for modern applications) and in mathematics. The peculiarity of
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation appeared in the paper [7] where L-A pair of KP equation was
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presented, and mainly in the paper of V.E.Zakharov and A.B.Shabat in 1974 where this equation
was integrated by the dressing method. Actually it was the paper [1] where so-called hierarchy of
higher KP equations appeared. Another very important equation is the two-dimensional Toda
lattice (TL) integrated first in [8]. In the present paper we use these equations to construct
hypergeometric functions which depend on many variables, these variables are KP and Toda
lattice higher times. Here we shall use the general approach to integrable hierarchies of Kyoto
school [2], see also [10, 9]. Especially a set of papers about Toda lattice [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
is important for us.
About the structure of the paper. To learn the main result, which is the fermionic repre-
sentation of the hypergeometric functions, one needs read only Sections 1 and Subsections 2.1
and 2.2 - to learn the notations, and then read Subsection 3.1, and Examples 3-6. The linear
equations (constraints) for the tau-function, which generalize familiar Gauss equation for the
well-known Gauss hypergeometric function see in Subsection 3.7. For determinant representa-
tion and integral representation see Subsections 3.8 and 3.9. For hypergeometric function as
group two-cocycle see the Remark in the end of Appendix “Gauss factorization problem etc.”.
All other material is just setting the topic into the theory of integrable systems.
Few words about notations. The symbols ∗ and ¯ do not denote the complex conjugation.
Symbol ′ does not denote the derivative. Bold n stands for partitions. Bold t and t∗ stand for
collections of KP and TL higher time variables. Bold x(N) and y(N) stand for Miwa variables.
1 Milne’s hypergeometric series
1.1 Ordinary hypergeometric functions
First let us remember that generalized hypergeometric function of one variable x is defined as
pFs (a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bs; x) =
∞∑
n=0
(a1)n · · · (ap)n
(b1)n · · · (bs)n
xn
n!
. (1.1.1)
Here (a)n is Pochhammer’s symbol:
(a)n =
Γ(a+ n)
Γ(a)
= a(a + 1) · · · (a+ n− 1). (1.1.2)
Given number q, |q| < 1, the so-called basic hypergeometric series of one variable is defined as
pΦs (a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bs; q, x) =
∞∑
n=0
(qa1 ; q)n · · · (q
ap; q)n
(qb1; q)n · · · (qbs; q)n
xn
(q; q)n
. (1.1.3)
Here (qa, q)n is q-deformed Pochhammer’s symbol:
(qa; q)0 = 1, (q
a; q)n = (1− q
a)(1− qa+1) · · · (1− qa+n−1). (1.1.4)
Both series converge for all x in case p < s + 1. In case p = s + 1 they converge for |x| < 1.
We refer these well-known hypergeometric functions as ordinary hypergeometric functions.
1.2 The multiple basic hypergeometric series related to Schur poly-
nomials
There are several well-known different multivariable generalizations of hypergeometric series
of one variable [14, 13]. Let |q| < 1 and let x(N) = (x1, . . . , xN) be indeterminates. Let
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sn(x1, x2, ..., xN ) be the Schur polynomial corresponding to a partition n [26]. sn(x1, x2, ..., xN )
is a symmetric function of variables xk. The multiple basic hypergeometric series related to
Schur polynomials were introduced by S.Milne [12] as
pΦs
(
a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bs; q,x(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
(qa1 ; q)n · · · (q
ap; q)n
(qb1 ; q)n · · · (qbs ; q)n
qn(n)
Hn(q)
sn
(
x(N)
)
, (1.2.1)
where the sum is over all different partitions n = (n1, n2, . . . , nr), where n1 ≥ n2 ≥ · · · ≥ nr,
r ≤ |n|, |n| = n1 + · · ·+ nr and whose length l(n) = r ≤ N . Schur polynomial sn
(
x(N)
)
, with
N ≥ l(n), is a symmetric function of variables x(N) and defined as follows [26]:
sn(x(N)) =
an+δ
aδ
, an = det(x
nj
i )1≤i,j≤N , δ = (N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 1, 0). (1.2.2)
Coefficient (qc; q)n associated with partition n is expressed in terms of the q-deformed Pochham-
mer’s Symbols (qc; q)n (1.1.4):
(qc; q)n = (q
c; q)n1(q
c−1; q)n2 · · · (q
c−l+1; q)nl. (1.2.3)
The multiple qn(n) defined on the partition n:
qn(n) = q
∑N
i=1
(i−1)ni , (1.2.4)
and q-deformed ’hook polynomial’ Hn(q) is
Hn(q) =
∏
(i,j)∈n
(
1− qhij
)
, hij = (ni + n
′
j − i− j + 1), (1.2.5)
where n′ is the conjugated partition (for the definition see [26]). For N = 1 we get (1.1.3).
Another generalization of hypergeometric series is so-called hypergeometric function of matrix
argument X with indices a and b [14]:
pFs
(
a1, . . . , ap
b1, . . . , bs
∣∣∣∣∣X
)
=
∑
n
(a1)n · · · (ap)n
(b1)n · · · (bs)n
Zn(X)
|n|!
. (1.2.6)
Here X is a Hermitian N × N matrix, and Zn(X) is zonal spherical polynomial for the sym-
metric space GL(N,C)/U(N), see [14, 13]. Let us note that in the limit q → 1 series (1.2.1)
coincides with (1.2.6), see [13].
1.3 Hypergeometric series of double set of arguments
The formula
pΦs
(
a1, . . . , ap
b1, . . . , bs
∣∣∣∣∣ q,x(N),y(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
(qa1 ; q)n · · · (q
ap; q)n
(qb1 ; q)n · · · (qbs ; q)n
qn(n)
Hn(q)
sn
(
x(N)
)
sn
(
y(N)
)
sn (1, q, q2, ..., qN−1)
(1.3.1)
defines the multiple basic hypergeometric function of two sets of variables which was also
introduced by S.Milne, see [12], [13].
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Another generalization of hypergeometric series is so-called hypergeometric function of matrix
arguments X,Y with indices a and b:
pFs (a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bs;X,Y) =
∑
n
(a1)n · · · (ap)n
(b1)n · · · (bs)n
Zn(X)Zn(Y)
|n|!Zn(In)
. (1.3.2)
Here X,Y are Hermitian N × N matrices and Zn(X), Zn(Y) are zonal spherical polynomi-
als for the symmetric spaces GL(N,C)/U(N), GL(N,R)/SO(N) and GL(N,H)/Sp(N) see
[13]. In our paper we shall consider only the first case; different hypergeometric functions
related to zonal polynomials for symmetric spaces GL(N,C)/U(N), GL(N,R)/SO(N) and
GL(N,H)/Sp(N) [13] will not be considered.
There are also hypergeometric functions related to Jack polynomials C(d)n [13]:
pFs
(d)
(
a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . bs;x(N),y(N)
)
=
∑
n
(a1)
(d)
n · · · (ap)
(d)
n
(b1)
(d)
n · · · (bs)
(d)
n
C(d)n (x(N))C
(d)
n (y(N))
|n|!C
(d)
n (1n)
, (1.3.3)
where
(a)(d)n =
l(n)∏
i=1
(
a−
d
2
(i− 1)
)
ni
. (1.3.4)
Here (c)k = c(c+1) · · · (c+k−1). It is known that for the special value d = 2 the last expression
(1.3.3) coincides with (1.2.1), and coincides with (1.3.2) as |q| → 1. These last cases we shall
consider below.
2 A brief introduction to the fermionic description of
the KP and TL hierarchies [2, 10, 15]
2.1 Fermionic operators and Fock space
We have fermionic fields:
ψ(z) =
∑
k
ψkz
k, ψ∗(z) =
∑
k
ψ∗kz
−k−1dz, (2.1.1)
where fermionic operators satisfy the canonical anti-commutation relations:
[ψm, ψn]+ = [ψ
∗
m, ψ
∗
n]+ = 0; [ψm, ψ
∗
n]+ = δmn. (2.1.2)
Let us introduce left and right vacuums by the properties:
ψm|0〉 = 0 (m < 0), ψ
∗
m|0〉 = 0 (m ≥ 0), (2.1.3)
〈0|ψm = 0 (m ≥ 0), 〈0|ψ
∗
m = 0 (m < 0). (2.1.4)
The vacuum expectation value is defined by relations:
〈0|1|0〉 = 1, 〈0|ψmψ
∗
m|0〉 = 1 m < 0, 〈0|ψ
∗
mψm|0〉 = 1 m ≥ 0, (2.1.5)
〈0|ψmψn|0〉 = 〈0|ψ
∗
mψ
∗
n|0〉 = 0, 〈0|ψmψ
∗
n|0〉 = 0 m 6= n. (2.1.6)
Let us notice that relations (2.1.2)-(2.1.6) are invariant under the transformation
ψn → e
−Tnψn, ψ
∗
n → e
Tnψ∗n (Tn ∈ C). (2.1.7)
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Consider infinite matrices (aij)i,j∈Z satisfying the condition: there exists an N such that
aij = 0 for |i − j| > N . Let us take the set of linear combinations of quadratic elements∑
aij : ψiψ
∗
j :, where :: means the normal ordering : ψiψ
∗
j := ψiψ
∗
j − 〈0|ψiψ
∗
j |0〉. These elements
together with 1 span an infinite dimensional Lie algebra ĝl(∞):
[
∑
aij : ψiψ
∗
j :,
∑
bij : ψiψ
∗
j :] =
∑
cij : ψiψ
∗
j : +c0, (2.1.8)
cij =
∑
k
aikbkj −
∑
k
bikakj, (2.1.9)
c0 =
∑
i<0,j≥0
aijbji −
∑
i≥0,j<0
aijbji. (2.1.10)
Now we define the operator g which is an element of the group corresponding to the Lie algebra
ĝl(∞):
gψng
−1 =
∑
m
ψmamn, g
−1ψ∗ng =
∑
m
anmψ
∗
m. (2.1.11)
2.2 The KP and Toda tau functions
First let us define the vacuum vectors labeled by the integer M :
〈M | = 〈0|Ψ∗M , |M〉 = ΨM |0〉, (2.2.1)
ΨM = ψM−1 · · ·ψ1ψ0 M > 0, ΨM = ψ
∗
M · · ·ψ
∗
−2ψ
∗
−1 M < 0,
Ψ∗M = ψ
∗
0ψ
∗
1 · · ·ψ
∗
M−1 M > 0, Ψ
∗
M = ψ−1ψ−2 · · ·ψM M < 0. (2.2.2)
The tau-function of the KP equation and the tau-function of the two-dimensional Toda lattice
(TL) sometimes are defined as
τKP (M, t) = 〈M |e
H(t)g|M〉, (2.2.3)
τTL(M, t, t
∗) = 〈M |eH(t)geH
∗(t∗)|M〉. (2.2.4)
According to [10] the integer M in (2.2.4) plays the role of discrete Toda lattice variable.
The times t = (t1, t2, . . .) and t
∗ = (t∗1, t
∗
2, . . .) are called higher Toda lattice times [10, 15]
(the first set t is in the same time the set of higher KP times. The first times of this set t1, t2, t3
are independent variables for KP equation (0.0.1), which is the first nontrivial equation in the
KP hierarchy). H(t) and H∗(t∗) belong to the following ĝl(∞) Cartan subalgebras:
H(t) =
+∞∑
n=1
tnHn, H
∗(t∗) =
+∞∑
n=1
t∗nH−n, Hn =
1
2πi
∮
: znψ(z)ψ∗(z) : . (2.2.5)
For the Hamiltonians we have Heisenberg algebra commutation relations:
[Hn, Hm] = nδm+n,0. (2.2.6)
The action of eH(t) on the fermions:
eH(t)ψie
−H(t) =
+∞∑
n=0
pn(t)ψi−n, e
H(t)ψ∗i e
−H(t) =
+∞∑
n=0
pn(t)ψ
∗
i+n, (2.2.7)
where pn is the elementary Schur polynomial defined by the Taylor’s expansion:
eξ(t,z) = exp(
+∞∑
k=1
tkz
k) =
+∞∑
n=0
znpn(t). (2.2.8)
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The action on fermionic fields is especially simple:
eH(t)ψ(z)e−H(t) = ψ(z)eξ(t,z), eH(t)ψ∗(z)e−H(t) = ψ∗(z)e−ξ(t,z), (2.2.9)
e−H
∗(t∗)ψ(z)eH
∗(t∗) = ψ(z)e−ξ(t
∗,z−1), e−H
∗(t∗)ψ∗(z)eH
∗(t∗) = ψ∗(z)eξ(t
∗,z−1). (2.2.10)
In the KP theory it is suitable to use another definition of the Schur function corresponding
to the partition n = (n1, . . . , nr):
sn(t) = det(pni−i+j(t))1≤i,j≤r, (2.2.11)
where pm(t) is the elementary Schur polynomial defined by the Taylor’s expansion:
eξ(t,z) = exp(
+∞∑
k=1
tkz
k) =
+∞∑
n=0
znpn(t). (2.2.12)
It is related to sn
(
x(N)
)
and sn′
(
x(N)
)
, where a partition n′ is conjugated to n, as follows [26]:
sn(t
+(x(N))) = sn
(
x(N)
)
, sn(t
−(x(N))) = sn′
(
x(N)
)
(2.2.13)
via the changes of variables (which is known as Miwa change of variables in the literature on
the integrable systems):
t+m(x(N)) =
N∑
i=1
xmi
m
, (2.2.14)
t−m(x(N)) = −
N∑
i=1
xmi
m
. (2.2.15)
Let us notice that sn(t
+(x(N))) = 0 for l(n) > N , and sn(t
−(x(N))) = 0 for l(n
′) > N .
Lemma 1 [2]
For −j1 < · · · < −jk < 0 ≤ is < · · · < i1, s− k ≥ 0 the next formula is valid:
〈s− k|eH(t)ψ∗−j1 · · ·ψ
∗
−jk
ψis · · ·ψi1 |0〉 = (−1)
j1+···+jk+(k−s)(k−s+1)/2sn(t), (2.2.16)
where the partition n = (n1, . . . , ns−k, ns−k+1, . . . , ns−k+j1) is defined by the pair of partitions:
(n1, . . . , ns−k) = (i1 − (s− k) + 1, i2 − (s− k) + 2, . . . , is−k), (2.2.17)
(ns−k+1, . . . , ns−k+j1) = (is−k+1, . . . , is|j1 − 1, . . . , jk − 1). (2.2.18)
The proof is achieved by direct calculation. Here (. . . | . . .) is another notation for a partition
due to Frobenius (see [26]).
2.3 Baker-Akhiezer functions and bilinear identities
Vertex operators V∞(z), V
∗
∞(z) and V0(z), V
∗
0 (z) act on the space C[t1, t2, . . .] of polynomials
in infinitely many variables, and are defined by the formulae:
V∞(z) = z
Meξ(t,z)e−ξ(∂˜,z
−1), V ∗∞(z) = z
−Me−ξ(t,z)eξ(∂˜,z
−1), (2.3.1)
V0(z) = z
−Meξ(t
∗,z−1)e−ξ(∂˜
∗,z), V ∗0 (z) = z
Me−ξ(t
∗,z−1)eξ(∂˜
∗,z), (2.3.2)
where ∂˜ = ( ∂
∂t1
, 1
2
∂
∂t2
, 1
3
∂
∂t3
, . . .), ∂˜∗ = ( ∂
∂t∗1
, 1
2
∂
∂t∗2
, 1
3
∂
∂t∗3
, . . .).
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We have the rules of the bosonization:
〈M + 1|eH(t)ψ(z) = V∞(z)〈M |e
H(t), 〈M − 1|eH(t)ψ∗(z) = V ∗∞(z)〈M |e
H(t), (2.3.3)
ψ∗(z)eH
∗(t∗)|M〉 = V ∗0 (z)e
H∗(t∗)|M + 1〉, ψ(z)eH
∗(t∗)|M〉 = V0(z)e
H∗(t∗)|M − 1〉. (2.3.4)
The Baker-Akhiezer functions and conjugated Baker-Akhiezer functions are:
w∞(M, t, t
∗, z) =
V∞(z)τ
τ
, w∗∞(M, t, t
∗, z) =
V ∗∞(z)τ
τ
, (2.3.5)
w0(M, t, t
∗, z) =
V0(z)τ(M + 1)
τ(M)
, w∗0(M, t, t
∗, z) =
V ∗0 (z)τ(M − 1)
τ(M)
, (2.3.6)
where
τ(M, t, t∗) = 〈M |eH(t)geH
∗(t∗)|M〉. (2.3.7)
Both KP and TL hierarchies are described by the bilinear identity:∮
w∞(M, t, t
∗, z)w∗∞(M
′, t′, t′
∗
, z)dz =
∮
w0(M, t, t
∗, z−1)w∗0(M
′, t′, t′
∗
, z−1)z−2dz, (2.3.8)
which holds for any t, t∗, t′, t′∗ for any integers M,M ′.
The Schur functions sn(t) are well-known examples of tau-functions which correspond to
rational solutions of the KP hierarchy. It is known that not any linear combination of Schur
functions turns to be a KP tau-function, in order to find these combinations one should solve
bilinear difference equation, see [10], which is actually a version of discrete Hirota equation.
Below we shall present KP tau-functions which are infinite series of Schur polynomials, and
which turn to be known hypergeometric functions (1.2.1),(1.3.2). We shall use the fermionic
representation of tau-function [10].
3 Hypergeometric functions related to Schur functions
3.1 KP tau-function τr(M, t, β)
Let r be a function of one variable. Let D = z d
dz
acts on the basis {zn;n ∈ Z} of functions
holomorphic in the punctured disk 0 < |z| < 1 . Then we put r(D)zn = r(n)zn. All functions
of operator D which we consider below are given via their eigenvalues on this basis.
Let us consider an abelian subalgebra in ĝl(∞) formed by the set of fermionic operators
Ak =
1
2πi
∮
ψ∗(z)
(
1
z
r(D)
)k
ψ(z), k = 1, 2, . . . , (3.1.1)
where the operator r(D) acts on all functions of z from the right hand side. In other terms
Ak =
∞∑
n=−∞
ψ∗n−kψnr(n)r(n− 1) · · · r(n− k + 1), k = 1, 2, . . . . (3.1.2)
We have [Am, Ak] = 0 for each m, k. Fermionic operators (3.1.2) resemble Toda lattice Hamil-
tonians −H∗k (2.2.5), and coincide with them if r(n) = 1, n ∈ Z.
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For the collection of independent variables β = (β1, β2, . . .) we denote
A(β) =
∞∑
n=1
βnAn. (3.1.3)
For the partition n = (n1, . . . , nk) and a function of one variable r, let us introduce the notation
rn(M) =
k∏
i=1
r(1− i+M)r(2− i+M) · · · r(ni − i+M). (3.1.4)
We set r0(M) = 1. Using the notation from (2.2.16) we have
Lemma 2 The following formula holds
〈0|ψ∗i1 · · ·ψ
∗
isψ−js · · ·ψ−j1e
−A(β)|0〉 = (−1)j1+···+jsrn(0)sn(β). (3.1.5)
The proof is achieved by a direct calculation using eA = 1 + A + 1
2
A2 + · · ·, (3.1.2), the hook
decomposition of n and (2.2.16).
Let us consider the tau-function (2.2.3) of the KP hierarchy
τr(M, t, β) := 〈M |e
H(t)e−A(β)|M〉. (3.1.6)
Using Taylor expanding eH = 1 +H + · · · and Lemma 1, Lemma 2 we easily get
Proposition 1 We have the expansion:
τr(M, t, β) =
∑
n
rn(M)sn(t)sn(β). (3.1.7)
We shall not consider the problem of convergence of this series. The variablesM, t play the role
of KP higher times, β is a collection of group times for a commuting subalgebra of additional
symmetries of KP (see [24, 22, 23] and Remark 7 in [25]). From different point of view (3.1.7)
is a tau-function of two-dimensional Toda lattice [15] with two sets of continuous variables t, β
and one discrete variableM . Formula (3.1.7) is symmetric with respect to t↔ β. This ’duality’
supplies us with the string equations [21] which characterize a tau-function of hypergeometric
type (see below). In [16] the similar expansions to (3.1.7) were considered, without specifying
the coefficients and in a different context.
For given r we define the function r′:
r′(n) := r(−n). (3.1.8)
Proposition 2 We have the involution:
τr′(−M,−t,−β) = τr(M, t, β). (3.1.9)
The proof follows from the relations
r′n(M) = rn′(−M), sn(t) = sn′(−t). (3.1.10)
Now let us introduce
A˜k = −
1
2πi
∮
ψ∗(z) (r˜(D)z)k ψ(z), (k = 1, 2, . . .), A˜(β) =
∞∑
n=1
β˜nA˜n. (3.1.11)
Then we have the following generalization of Proposition 1:
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Proposition 3
〈M |eA˜(β˜)e−A(β)|M〉 =
∑
n
(r˜r)n(M)sn(β˜)sn(β). (3.1.12)
Remark 1 This expansion has the following interpretation. If one uses vacuum vectors 〈M ||M〉
for normal ordering : A := A−〈M |A|M〉 in the formula for ĝl(∞) commutation relation (2.1.8),
he gets different ĝl(∞) 2-cocycles cM which are cohomological to c0 (2.1.10). The value of cM
on the elements A˜1, A1 is r˜(M)r(M):
cM(A˜1, A1) = (r˜r) (M). (3.1.13)
Formula (3.1.12) is an expansion of ĜL(∞) group 2-cocycle, evaluated on the elements eA˜(β˜),e−A(β),
in terms of r(M), see also Appendix “Gauss factorization problem etc.”
In what follows we put r˜ = 1, since (3.1.12) depends only on r˜r.
3.2 H0(T), twisted fermions ψ(T, z), ψ
∗(T, z) and bosonization rules
Let r 6= 0, and put r(n) = eTn−1−Tn , where the variables Tn are defined up to a constant
independent of n. We define a Hamiltonian H0(T) ∈ ĝl(∞) (all Tn ∈ C are finite):
H0(T) :=
∞∑
n=−∞
Tn : ψ
∗
nψn :, (3.2.1)
which produces the transformation (2.1.7):
e∓H0(T)ψne
±H0(T) = e±Tnψn, e
∓H0(T)ψ∗ne
±H0(T) = e∓Tnψ∗n, (3.2.2)
eH0(T)A˜(β˜)e−H0(T) = H(β˜), e−H0(T)A(β)eH0(T) = −H∗(β). (3.2.3)
Let r 6= 0. It is convenient to consider the fermionic operators:
ψ(T, z) = eH0(T)ψ(z)e−H0(T) =
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
e−Tnznψn, (3.2.4)
ψ∗(T, z) = eH0(T)ψ∗(z)e−H0(T) =
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
eTnz−nψ∗n
dz
z
. (3.2.5)
For the variables t+(x(N)) and t
∗+(y(N)), and for the “Hamiltonians” A and A˜ defined by
(3.1.1), (3.1.11), one can derive the bosonization rules:
e−A(t
∗+(y(N)))|M〉 =
ψ(T, y1) · · ·ψ(T, yN)|M −N〉
∆+(M,N,T,y(N))
, (3.2.6)
e−A(t
∗−(y(N)))|M〉 =
ψ∗(T, y1) · · ·ψ
∗(T, yN)|M +N〉
∆−(M,N,T,y(N))
, (3.2.7)
〈M |eA˜(t
+(x(N))) =
〈M −N |ψ∗(−T˜, 1
xN
) · · ·ψ∗(−T˜, 1
x1
)
∆˜+(M,N, T˜,x(N))
, (3.2.8)
〈M |eA˜(t
−(x(N))) =
〈M +N |ψ(−T˜, 1
xN
) · · ·ψ(−T˜, 1
x1
)
∆˜−(M,N, T˜,x(N))
. (3.2.9)
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Here T˜n are related to A˜ via (3.1.11) and r˜(n) = e
T˜n−1−T˜n. Vandermond coefficients are
∆+(M,N,T,y(N)) =
∏
i<j(yi − yj)
(y1 · · · yN)N−M
τ(M, 0,T, 0)
τ(M −N, 0,T, 0)
, (3.2.10)
∆−(M,N,T,y(N)) =
∏
i<j(yi − yj)
(y1 · · · yN)M+N
τ(M, 0,T, 0)
τ(M +N, 0,T, 0)
, (3.2.11)
∆˜+(M,N, T˜,x(N)) =
∏
i<j(xi − xj)
(x1 · · ·xN )N−M−1
τ(M, 0, T˜, 0)
τ(M −N, 0, T˜, 0)
, (3.2.12)
∆˜−(M,N, T˜,x(N)) =
∏
i<j(xi − xj)
(x1 · · ·xN )N+M−1
τ(M, 0, T˜, 0)
τ(M +N, 0, T˜, 0)
. (3.2.13)
The notation τ(M, 0,T, 0) is explained in the next Subsection, see (3.3.5),(3.3.6).
Therefore in Miwa variables one can rewrite correlators (3.1.12):
〈M |eA˜(t
+(x(N)))e−A(t
∗+(y(N)))|M〉 =
〈M −N |ψ∗(−T˜, 1
xN
) . . . ψ∗(−T˜, 1
x1
)ψ(T, y1) · · ·ψ(T, yN)|M −N〉
∆˜+(M,N, T˜,x(N))∆+(M,N,T,y(N))
, (3.2.14)
〈M |eA˜(t
−(x(N)))e−A(t
∗−(y(N)))|M〉 =
〈M +N |ψ(−T˜, 1
xN
) · · ·ψ(−T˜, 1
x1
)ψ∗(T, y1) · · ·ψ
∗(T, yN)|M +N〉
∆˜−(M,N, T˜,x(N))∆−(M,N,T,y(N))
. (3.2.15)
3.3 Toda lattice tau-function τ(M, t,T, t∗)
Now let us consider the Toda lattice tau-function (2.2.4), which depends on the three sets of
variables t,T, t∗ and on M ∈ Z:
τ(M, t,T, t∗) = 〈M |eH(t) exp
(
∞∑
−∞
Tn : ψ
∗
nψn :
)
eH
∗(t∗)|M〉, (3.3.1)
where : ψ∗nψn := ψ
∗
nψn − 〈0|ψ
∗
nψn|0〉. Since the operator
∑∞
−∞ : ψ
∗
nψn : commutes with all
elements of the ĝl(∞) algebra, one can put T−1 = 0 in (3.3.1). With respect to the KP and
the TL dynamics the times Tn have a meaning of integrals of motion. With respect to each
pair of times (tm, Tn) one can consider the Liouville equation related to (3.3.1), see Appendix
“Equations with respect to T variables” (the variables t∗ plays the role of integrals of motion
for these Liouville equations).
As we shall see the hypergeometric functions (1.1.1),(1.1.3),(1.2.1),(1.2.6) listed in the In-
troduction are ratios of tau-functions (3.3.1) evaluated at special values of times M, t,T, t∗. It
is true only in the case when all parameters ak of the hypergeometric functions are nonintegers.
For the case when at least one of the indices ak is an integer, we will need a tau-function of an
open Toda chain which will be considered in the next Sections.
Tau-function (3.3.1) is linear in each eTn . It is described by the Proposition
Proposition 4
τ(M, t,T, t∗)
τ(M, 0,T, 0)
= 1 +
∑
n6=0
e(TM−1−Tn1+M−1)+(TM−2−Tn2+M−2)+···+(TM−l−Tnl+M−l)sn(t)sn(t
∗). (3.3.2)
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The sum is going over all different partitions
n = (n1, n2, . . . , nl), l = 1, 2, 3, ..., (3.3.3)
excluding the partition 0.
Let r 6= 0,r˜ 6= 0. Then we put
r(n) = eTn−1−Tn, r˜(n) = eT˜n−1−T˜n . (3.3.4)
Let us show the equivalence of (3.1.12) and (3.3.2) in this case. We have τ(0, 0,T, 0) = 1 and
τ(n, 0,T, 0) = e−Tn−1−···−T1−T0 , n > 0, (3.3.5)
τ(n, 0,T, 0) = eTn+···+T−2+T−1, n < 0. (3.3.6)
Proposition 5 Let τ(n, β˜,T, β) is Toda lattice tau-function (3.3.1) and τr˜r(n, β˜, β) is defined
by (3.1.12), where r˜, r,T, T˜ are related by (3.3.4), the functions r, r˜ have no zeroes at integer
values of argument then
τ(n, β˜, T˜+T, β)
τ(n, 0, T˜+T, 0)
= 〈n|eA˜(β˜)e−A(β)|n〉 = τr˜r(n, β˜, β). (3.3.7)
This proposition follows from formulas (3.2.2)-(3.2.3).
For r˜ = 1 we can put β˜ = t. Then the next equations hold
∂t1∂β1φn = r(n)e
φn−1−φn − r(n+ 1)eφn−φn+1, e−φn =
τr(n+ 1, t, β)
τr(n, t, β)
, (3.3.8)
(τ(n) := τr(n, t, β)) τ(n)∂β1∂t1τ(n)− ∂t1τ(n)∂β1τ(n) = r(n)τ(n− 1)τ(n+ 1). (3.3.9)
As we shall see eqs. (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) are still true in case r(n) has zeroes.
If the function r has no integer zeroes, using the change of variables
ϕn = −φn − Tn, (3.3.10)
we obtain Toda lattice equation in standard form [15]:
∂t1∂t∗1ϕn = e
ϕn+1−ϕn − eϕn−ϕn−1 . (3.3.11)
As we see the variables Tn might have the meaning of asymptotic values of the fields φn for the
class of tau-functions (3.3.1) which is characterized by the property ϕn → 0 as t1 → 0.
3.4 Toda lattice consisted of open parts
Now we consider tau-function (3.3.1) with the modification of the definition of flows.
Definition. Let us introduce the function δ which is equal to zero when r is equal to zero
and is equal to unity otherwise:
δ(n) = 0 if r(n) = 0, δ(n) = 1 if r(n) 6= 0. (3.4.1)
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Given collection of zeroes m of r:
m = {Mi ∈ Z}, Mi+1 > Mi, r(Mi) = 0. (3.4.2)
we construct Hamiltonians labeled by m:
H−k(m) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
δ(n)δ(n− 1) · · · δ(n− k + 1)ψnψ
∗
n−k, H
∗(m; β) =
∑
H−k(m)βk. (3.4.3)
Hk(m) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
δ(n+ 1)δ(n+ 2) · · · δ(n+ k)ψnψ
∗
n+k, H(m; t) =
∑
Hk(m)tk. (3.4.4)
The tau-function of the open TL we are interested in, see (3.4.9) below, can be written in the
three equivalent forms:
τop(m;M, t, β) = 〈M |e
H(t) exp
(
∞∑
−∞
Tn : ψ
∗
nψn :
)
eH
∗(m;β)|M〉 = (3.4.5)
〈M |eH(m;t) exp
(
∞∑
−∞
Tn : ψ
∗
nψn :
)
eH(β)|M〉 = 〈M |eH(m;t) exp
(
∞∑
−∞
Tn : ψ
∗
nψn :
)
eH(m;β)|M〉,(3.4.6)
where Tn ∈ C are some constants (times). This tau-function has the property:
Mi ∈m⇒ τop(m;Mi, t, β) = 1 (3.4.7)
for all values of times t, β. If one consider
ϕn = log
τop(m;n + 1, t,T, β)
τop(m;n, t,T, β)
(3.4.8)
he comes to the equation of an open TL:
∂t1∂β1ϕn = δ(n)e
ϕn−1−ϕn − δ(n+ 1)eϕn−ϕn+1. (3.4.9)
The set of fields ϕn solves a number of open lattice problems in the set of intervals:
{ϕn, n < M1}, (3.4.10)
{ϕn, Mi ≤ n < Mi+1, Mi+1 −Mi > 1}, (3.4.11)
{ϕn, n > Ms}. (3.4.12)
The tau-function describes a set of open Toda lattices between each pair of neighbor zeroes
(between neighbor zeroes Mi+1,Mi there is an open chain with Mi+1 −Mi number of sites),
and two semiinfinite Toda lattices, one of them ends on the smallest zero and the other on the
largest zero.
3.5 Properties of the tau function τr when function r(n) has zeroes
Now let us introduce a set of Tn variables with the help of relations
r(n) = eTn−1−Tn (3.5.1)
for all n where r(n) 6= 0. Equation (3.5.1) define variables Tn uniquely up to an integration
constant in each of the intervals (the number of the constants is equal to the number of intervals)
{Tn, n < M1}, (3.5.2)
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{Tn, Mi ≤ n < Mi+1, Mi+1 −Mi > 1}, (3.5.3)
{Tn, Ms ≤ n} (3.5.4)
separately. In case of there are zeroes such that Mi+1 = Mi + 1 one can define variables TMi,
however we will not need them.
We introduce the Hamiltonian
H0(T) =
∑
n
Tn : ψ
∗
nψn :, (3.5.5)
where sum is over all n satisfying one of the equations (3.5.2), (3.5.3) or (3.5.4).
We have
Ak = −e
H0(T)H−k(m)e
−H0(T), A(β) = −eH0(T)H∗(m, β)e−H0(T). (3.5.6)
Proposition 6 Let τop(m, n, t,T, β) is Toda lattice tau-function (3.4.5), and τr(n, t, β) is de-
fined by (3.1.6), where r and T are related by (3.5.1), the functions r has zeroes at integer
values of argument described by (3.4.2) and for r 6= 0 the set of variables T is related to r by
(3.5.1)
τop(m, n, t,T, β)
τop(m, n, 0,T, 0)
= 〈n|eH(t)e−A(β)|n〉 = τr(n, t, β). (3.5.7)
Equations (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) are still true in case r(n) has zeroes.
Hirota equation (3.3.9) can be viewed as recurrent relation which expresses tau-function with
discrete Toda lattice variable n via τr(Mi±1, t, β), τr(Mi, t, β) = 1. It follows from (3.1.4),(3.1.7)
that
r(Mk) = 0⇒ τr(Mk, t, β) = 1. (3.5.8)
Then from (3.1.4),(3.1.7) we see the following. In the region (3.4.11) the series (3.1.7) has only
a finite number of nonvanishing terms. For the region (3.4.12) the sum is only over the Young
diagrams n of the length l(n) < M −M1. For the region (3.4.10) only those diagrams n for
which the conjugated diagrams n′ have length l(n′) ≤Ms −M contribute the series (3.1.7).
In Appendix we shall write down a system of orthogonal polynomials related to m.
Remark 2 There are two different ways to restrict the sum (3.1.7) to a sum over partitions
of length l(n) ≤ N (or over l(n′) ≤ N). The second way is to use so-called Miwa’s change of
variables.
3.6 Notations
In order to simplify notations, we shall omit additional argument m and subindex which distin-
guish TL tau-function (3.3.1) and open TL tau-functions (3.4.5). Instead of τop(m, n, t,T, t
∗)
we shall write τ(n, t,T, t∗). The notation τr(M, t, β) will be used only for the KP tau-function
(3.1.6). Also β = t∗. When TL higher times are expressed via Miwa change (2.2.14) or (2.2.15),
sometimes we shall put the argument x(N) at the place of the argument t and the argument
y(N) at the place of t
∗, for instance τr(M,x(N), t
∗), τr(M, t,y(N)), τr(M,x(N),y(N)).
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3.7 Linear equations for the tau-function τr
Here we shall write down linear equations, which follow from the explicit fermionic represen-
tation of the tau-function (3.1.6) via the bosonization formulae (3.2.14) and .(3.2.15) These
equations may be also viewed as the constraints which result in the string equations. For the
variables t−(x(N)), using 〈M |A = 0 and making profit of the relation Ak = e
H0H−ke
−H0 inside
the fermionic correlator (3.2.14), we get the partial differential equations for the tau-function
(3.1.7):
∂τr(M, t
−(x(N)), t
∗)
∂t∗k
=
1
∆˜
(
N∑
i=1
(xir(−Dxi))
k
)
∆˜τr(M, t
−(x(N)), t
∗), (3.7.1)
where ∆˜ = ∆˜−(M,N, 0,x(N)). These equations have the meaning of string constraint equations
for the tau-function (3.1.7). In variables t∗−(y(∞)) we can rewrite (3.7.1):
(−1)k
+∞∑
i=1
ek−1
(
1
y1
, . . . , 1
yi−1
, 1
yi+1
, . . .
)
∏
j 6=i(1−
yi
yj
)
∂τr(M, t
−(x(N)), t
∗−(y(∞)))
∂yi
=
1
∆˜
(
N∑
i=1
(xir(−Dxi))
k
)
∆˜τr(M, t
−(x(N)), t
∗−(y(∞))), (3.7.2)
where ek(y) is a symmetric function defined through the relation
∏+∞
i=1 (1+ tyi) =
∑+∞
k=0 t
kek(y).
Also we have (
M+N−1∑
k=1
k −
N∑
i=1
Dxi
)
∆˜−τ(M, t−(x(N)),T, t
∗−(y(N ′)))∆
− =M+N ′−1∑
k=1
k −
N ′∑
i=1
(
1
yi
Dyiyi
) ∆˜−τ(M, t−(x(N)),T, t∗−(y(N ′)))∆−, (3.7.3)
where ∆˜− = ∆˜−(M,N, 0,x(N)) and ∆
− = ∆−(M,N, 0,y(N ′)). This formula is obtained by the
insertion of the fermionic operator resz : ψ
∗(z)z d
dz
ψ(z) : inside the fermionic correlator. These
formulae can be also written in terms of higher KP and TL times, with the help of vertex
operator action, see the Appendix “Vertex operator action”. Then the relation (3.7.1) is the
infinitesimal version of (A3.6), while the relation (3.7.3) is the infinitesimal version of (A3.7).
3.8 Determinant formulae
With the help of Wick theorem [10] one obtains the formulae.
Proposition 7 A generalization of Milne’s determinant formula
τr(M, t
+(x(N)), β) =
det
(
xN−ki τr(M − k + 1, t
+(xi), β)
)N
i,k=1
det
(
xN−ki
)N
i,k=1
. (3.8.1)
Proof
τr(M, t
+(x(N)), β) = 〈M |e
H(t+(x(N))e−A(β)|M〉 = (3.8.2)
xN−M−11 · · ·x
N−M−1
N∏
i<j(xi − xj)
〈M |ψM−1 · · ·ψM−Nψ
∗(
1
xN
) · · ·ψ∗(
1
x1
)e−A(β)|M〉 = (3.8.3)
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(x1 · · ·xN)
N−M−1∏
i<j(xi − xj)
det
(
〈M |ψM−kψ
∗(
1
xi
)e−A(β)|M〉
)N
i,k=1
= (3.8.4)
det
(
xN−ki τr(M − k + 1, t
+(xi), β)
)N
i,k=1
det
(
xN−ki
)N
i,k=1
(3.8.5)
Last equality follows from:
〈M |ψM−kψ
∗(
1
xi
)e−A(β)|M〉 = (3.8.6)
= 〈M |ψM−1 · · ·ψM−k+1ψM−kψ
∗(
1
xi
)e−A(β)ψ∗M−k+1 · · ·ψ
∗
M−1|M〉+ (3.8.7)
+
k−1∑
j=1
akj (β)〈M |ψM−1 · · ·ψM−k+jψ
∗(
1
xi
)e−A(β)ψ∗M−k+j+1 · · ·ψ
∗
M−1|M〉 = (3.8.8)
= 〈M − k + 1|ψM−kψ
∗(
1
xi
)e−A(β)|M − k + 1〉+ (3.8.9)
+
k−1∑
j=1
akj (β)〈M − k + 1 + j|ψM−k+jψ
∗(
1
xi
)e−A(β)|M − k + 1 + j〉 = (3.8.10)
= xM−k+1i τr(M − k + 1, t
+(xi), β) +
k−1∑
j=1
akj (β)x
M−k+1+j
i τr(M − k + 1 + j, t
+(xi), β)(3.8.11)
Where the functions akj (β) must be derived as the results of action of operator e
−A(β) on the
fermions ψM−1, . . . , ψM−k. Thus we have:
xN−M−1i 〈M |ψM−kψ
∗(
1
xi
)e−A(β)|M〉 = (3.8.12)
= xN−ki τr(M − k + 1, t
+(xi), β) +
k−1∑
l=1
akk−l(β)x
N−l
i τr(M − l + 1, t
+(xi), β) (3.8.13)
Proposition 8 For r 6= 0 we take a tau function τr(M, t
+(x(N)), t
∗+(y(N))) and apply Wick’s
theorem. We get the determinant formula:
τr(M, t
+(x(N)), t
∗+(y(N))) =
det (F (xiyj))
N
i,j=1
∆˜+(M,N, 0,x(N))∆+(M,N,T,y(N))
, (3.8.14)
F (xiyj) = 〈M −N |ψ
∗
(
1
xi
)
ψ (T, yj) |M −N〉. (3.8.15)
3.9 Integral representations
For the fermions (3.2.4) we easily get the relations:∫
ψ(T, αz)dµ(α) = ψ (T+T(µ), z) ,
∫
ψ∗
(
−T,
1
αz
)
dµ˜(α) = ψ∗
(
−T−T(µ˜),
1
z
)
(3.9.1)
where µ, µ˜ are some integration measures, and shifts of times Tn are defined in terms of the
moments: ∫
αndµ(α) = e−Tn(µ),
∫
αndµ˜(α) = e−Tn(µ˜). (3.9.2)
Therefore thanks to the bosonization formulae (3.2.14) we have the relations for the tau-function
(below t∗ is defined via (2.2.14))
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Proposition 9 Integral representation formula holds
∫
∆˜T˜(α˜x(N))
τ
(
M, t+(α˜x(N)),T+ T˜, t
∗+(αy(N))
)
τ
(
M, 0,T+ T˜, 0
) ∆T(αy(N)) N∏
i=1
dµ˜(α˜i)
N∏
i=1
dµ(αi)
= ∆˜T˜+T˜(µ˜)(x(N))
τ
(
M, t+(x(N)),T+ T˜+ T˜(µ˜) +T(µ), t
∗+(y(N))
)
τ
(
M, 0,T+ T˜+ T˜(µ˜) +T(µ), 0
) ∆T+T(µ)(y(N)). (3.9.3)
where ∆T(αy(N)) = ∆
+(M,N,T, αy(N)), ∆˜T˜(α˜x(N)) = ∆˜
+(M,N, T˜, α˜x(N)),
αy(N) = (α1y1, α2y2, . . . , αNyN) and α˜x(N) = (α˜1x1, α˜2x2, . . . , α˜NxN ). In particular
∫ τ (M, t,T, t∗+(αy(N)))
τ (M, 0,T, 0)
∆T(αy(N))
N∏
i=1
dµ(αi) =
τ
(
M, t,T+T(µ), t∗+(y(N))
)
τ (M, 0,T+T(µ), 0)
∆T+T(µ)(y(N)). (3.9.4)
Remember that arbitrary linear combination of tau-functions is not a tau-function. Formulae
(3.9.3) and also (3.9.4) give the integral representations for the tau-function (3.1.6). It may
help to express a tau-function with the help of a more simple one. If we choose the integration
measures:
i
2π
∫
C
ψ(T, αz)e−α(−α)−b−1dα = ψ(T+Tb, z), (3.9.5)∫ ∞
0
ψ(T, αz)e−ααadα = ψ(T+Ta, z), (3.9.6)∫ 1
0
ψ(T, αz)αa(1− α)b−a−1dα = ψ(T+Tc, z), (3.9.7)
where C starts at +∞ on the real axis, circles the origin in the counterclockwise direction and
returns to the starting point. Then
T bn = lnΓ(b+ n + 1), T
a
n = − ln Γ(a + n+ 1), T
c
n = ln
Γ(b+ n + 1)
Γ(a + n+ 1)Γ(b− a)
. (3.9.8)
Also consider the q-integrals [13]:
q−(a+n)(a+n+1)
∫ ∞
0
ψ(T, α(1− q)z)Eq(−α)α
adqα = ψ (T+T(a, q), z) , (3.9.9)
1
Γq(b− a)
∫ 1
0
ψ(T, αz)αa
(αq; q)∞
(αqb−a; q)∞
dqα = ψ(T+T(a, b, q), z). (3.9.10)
Then
Tn(a, q) = ln
1
(1− q)nΓq(a+ n + 1)
, Tn(a, b, q) = ln
Γq(b+ n+ 1)
Γq(a+ n+ 1)
. (3.9.11)
In the same way one can consider Miwa change (2.2.15). In the Examples below we shall
present hypergeometric functions listed in the Subsections 1.2 and 1.3 as tau-functions of the
type (3.2.14). Then we are able to write down integration formulae, namely (3.9.4), which
express p+1Φs and p+1Φs+1 in terms of pΦs with the help of (3.9.9), (3.9.10) and (3.9.3). In
[12] different integral representation formula was presented, which was based on the q-analog
of Selberg’s integral of Askey and Kadell. By taking the limit q → 1 one can consider functions
pFs. Using (3.9.8), one can express p+1Fs, p+1Fs+1 and pFs+1 as integrals of pFs with the help
of (3.9.6), (3.9.7) and (3.9.5) respectively.
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3.10 Examples
The main point of the paper is the observation that if r(D) is a rational function of D then τr
is a hypergeometric series. If r(D) is a rational function of qD we obtain q-deformed hyperge-
ometric series. Now let us consider various r(D).
Example 1 Let r = 1. One can put T = 0. Then one gets
τr=1(M, t, t
∗) = exp
(
∞∑
n=1
ntnt
∗
n
)
, (3.10.1)
which is vacuum tau-function for the two-dimensional Toda lattice. Formula (3.10.1) is a man-
ifestation of summation formulas for Schur functions [13]. Let us note that this is also an
example of function 1F0(1.2.6).
Example 2 Let r(n) = n, that is Tn = ln
1
n!
, n ≥ 0 and Tn = ln(−1)
n(−n− 1)!, n < 0. Also
let us put t∗ = (t∗1, 0, 0, ...). For M = 0,±1 we get
τr(0, t, t
∗
1) = 1, τr(1, t, t
∗
1) = e
ξ(t,t∗1), τr(−1, t, t
∗
1) = e
−ξ(t,t∗1). (3.10.2)
Here t∗1 plays the role of spectral parameter for the vacuum Baker-Akhiezer function. This fact
is in accordance to the meaning of t∗1 as a group time for the Galilean transformation [25].
Similar answers τ = e±ξ(t,z
∗) one obtains if he substitutes t∗n = ±n
−1(z∗)n to (3.10.1). Let
us note that (3.10.2) are the functions 1F0(0; t1, t2, . . .), 1F0(1; t1, t2, . . .) and 1F0(−1; t1, t2, . . .)
(1.3.2) which will be described below in the Example 3 (3.10.7).
Example 3 Let all parameters bk be nonintegers.
prs(D) =
(D + a1)(D + a2) · · · (D + ap)
(D + b1)(D + b2) · · · (D + bs)
. (3.10.3)
If all ak are also nonintegers the relevant T is:
pT sn = − ln
Γ(n + a1 + 1)Γ(n+ a2 + 1) · · ·Γ(n + ap + 1)
Γ(n + b1 + 1)Γ(n+ b2 + 1) · · ·Γ(n+ bs + 1)
. (3.10.4)
For the correlator (3.1.7) we have:
pτ s(M, t,T, t∗)
pτ s(M, 0,T, 0)
= pτ sr (M, t, t
∗) =
∑
n
sn(t)sn(t
∗)
(a1 +M)n · · · (ap +M)n
(b1 +M)n · · · (bs +M)n
. (3.10.5)
If in formula (3.10.5) we put
t∗1 = 1, t
∗
i = 0, i > 1 (3.10.6)
then sn(t
∗) = H−1n , and we obtain the hypergeometric function related to Schur functions [13]
(see [26] for help):
pτ s(M, t,T, t∗)
pτ s(M, 0,T, 0)
= pτ sr (M, t, t
∗) = pFs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ t1, t2, . . .
)
=
∑
n
(a1 +M)n · · · (ap +M)n
(b1 +M)n · · · (bs +M)n
sn(t)
Hn
. (3.10.7)
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In the last formula Hn is the following hook polynomial (compare with (1.2.5)):
Hn =
∏
(i,j)∈n
hij, hij = (ni + n
′
j − i− j + 1). (3.10.8)
We obtain ordinary hypergeometric function of one variable of type
p−1Fs(a2, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bs;±t1t
∗
1) = τr(±1, t,T, t
∗), (3.10.9)
if we take a1 = 0, t = (t1, 0, 0, . . .), t
∗ = (t∗1, 0, 0, . . .) [43].
For variables t+(x(N)) the formula (3.10.7) turns out to be
pτ sr (M, t
+(x(N)), t
∗) = pFs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣x(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
(a1 +M)n · · · (ap +M)n
(b1 +M)n · · · (bs +M)n
sn(x(N))
Hn
. (3.10.10)
We got the hypergeometric function (1.3.2) related to zonal polynomials for the symmetric
space GL(N,C)/U(N) [14]. Here xi = z
−1
i , i = 1, ..., N are the eigenvalues of the matrix X,
and for zonal spherical polynomials there is the following matrix integral representation
Zn(X) = Zn(IN)
∫
U(N,C)
∆n (U∗XU) d∗U, (3.10.11)
where ∆n (X) = ∆n1−n21 ∆
n2−n3
2 · · ·∆
nN
N and ∆1, . . .∆N are main minors of the matrix X, d∗U
is the invariant measure on U(N,C), see [14] for the details.
Taking N = 1 we obtain the ordinary hypergeometric function of one variable, which is x =
x1 now (compare with (3.10.9)). The ordinary hypergeometric function satisfies well-known
hypergeometric equation
(∂x − prs(D)) pFs(a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bs; x) = 0, D := x∂x. (3.10.12)
This relation helps us to understand the meaning of function r.
It is known that the series (3.10.10) diverges if p > s + 1 (untill any of ai +M is nonpositive
integer). In case p = s + 1 it converges in certain domain in the vicinity of x(N) = 0. For
p < s + 1 the series (3.10.10) converges for all x(N). These known facts (see [13]) can be also
obtained with the help of the determinant representation (3.8.1) and properties of (1.1.1).
Example 4. Hypergeometric function of two sets of variables x(N),y(N) we put
prs(D) =
∏p
i=1(ai +D)∏s
i=1(bi +D)
1
N −M +D
, (3.10.13)
e−Tn =
1
Γ(N −M + n+ 1)
∏p
i=1 Γ(ai + n+ 1)∏s
i=1 Γ(bi + n+ 1)
, (3.10.14)
For the variables t+(x(N)) and t
∗+(y(N)) we obtain (see Section 3 of [26] for help) the formula
(1.3.2)
〈M |eH(t
+(x(N)))eA(t
∗+(y(N)))|M〉 = pFs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ q,x(N),y(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
sn(x(N))sn(y(N))
(N)n
(a1 +M)n · · · (ap +M)n
(b1 +M)n · · · (bs +M)n
. (3.10.15)
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Example 5 The q-generalization of the Example 3:
pr
(q)
s (D) =
∏p
i=1(1− q
ai+D)∏s
i=1(1− q
bi+D)
. (3.10.16)
For the variables t+(x(N)) and
yk = q
k−1, k = 1, 2, ..., t∗m =
+∞∑
k=1
ymk
m
=
1
m(1− qm)
, m = 1, 2, . . . (3.10.17)
we get Milne’s hypergeometric function (1.2.1):
〈M |eH(t)eA(t
∗)|M〉 = pΦs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ q,x(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
(qa1+M ; q)n · · · (q
ap+M ; q)n
(qb1+M ; q)n · · · (qbs+M ; q)n
qn(n)
Hn(q)
sn(x(N)). (3.10.18)
Example 6. To obtain Milne’s hypergeometric function of two sets of variables x(N),y(N)
we use t+(x(N)) and t
∗+(y(N)). This choice restricts the sum over partitions n with ln ≤ N .
We put
pr
(q)
s (n) =
∏p
i=1(1− q
ai+n)∏s
i=1(1− q
bi+n)
1
1− qN−M+n
, (3.10.19)
e−Tn =
1
(1− q)nΓq(n+N −M + 1)
∏p
i=1(1− q)
nΓq(ai + n + 1)∏s
i=1(1− q)
nΓq(bi + n + 1)
, (3.10.20)
Γq(a) = (1− q)
1−a (q; q)∞
(qa, q)∞
, (qa, q)n = (1− q)
nΓq(a + n)
Γq(a)
. (3.10.21)
Here Γq(a) is a q-deformed Gamma-function
Γq(a) = (1− q)
1−a (q; q)∞
(qa, q)∞
, (qa, q)n = (1− q)
nΓq(a+ n)
Γq(a)
. (3.10.22)
We obtain (see Section 3 of [26] for help) the Milne’s formula (1.3.1)
τr(M, t
+(x(N)), t
∗+(y(N))) = pΦs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ q,x(N),y(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
qn(n)
Hn(q)
sn(x(N))sn(y(N))
sn(1, q, . . . , qN−1)
(qa1+M ; q)n · · · (q
ap+M ; q)n
(qb1+M ; q)n · · · (qbs+M ; q)n
. (3.10.23)
This is the KP tau-function (but not the TL one because (3.10.19) depends on TL variableM).
To receive the basic hypergeometric function of one set of variables we must put indetermi-
nates y(N) in (3.10.18) as yi = q
i−1, i = (1, . . . , N). Thus we have
pΦs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ q,x(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
(qa1+M ; q)n · · · (q
ap+M ; q)n
(qb1+M ; q)n · · · (qbs+M ; q)n
qn(n)
Hn(q)
sn(x(N)). (3.10.24)
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And for N = 1 we have the ordinary q-deformed hypergeometrical function:
pΦs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ q, x
)
=
+∞∑
n=0
(qa1+M ; q)n · · · (q
ap+M ; q)n
(qb1+M ; q)n · · · (qbs+M ; q)n
xn
(q; q)n
, x = x1 (3.10.25)
which satisfies the q-difference equation (compare it with (3.10.12)(
1
x
(
1− qD
)
− pr
(q)
s (D)
)
pΦs(a1, . . . , ap; b1, . . . , bs; q, x) = 0, D := x∂x, (3.10.26)
where pr
(q)
s (D) is defined by (3.10.16).
For the bosonic representation of hypergeometric function (3.10.25) see [28].
There are various applications for series (3.10.25), for instance see [52],[53] and [54]. Bosonic
representation of (3.10.25) was found in [28]. Let us note that operator qD which acts on
fermions ψ(z) was used in [45] in different context.
Example 7
Notations and notions for this Example we borrowed from [35]. Let r be a rational function
of Jackoby theta-functions θ(2xη|τ ′), where τ ′ is an elliptic modulus:
pr
(η)
s (n) =
∏p
i=1 θ(2η(ai + n)|τ
′)
θ(2η(N −M + n)|τ ′)
∏s
i=1 θ(2η(bi + n)|τ
′)
, e−Tn−1 =
∏p
i=1[ai]n
[N −M ]n
∏s
i=1[bi]n
.(3.10.27)
Here elliptic Pochhammer’s symbol [a]n is defined in terms of the elliptic number [a]
[a] = θ(2aη|τ ′), [a]k = [a][a + 1][a+ 2] · · · [a + k − 1]. (3.10.28)
One can associate the elliptic Pochhammer’s symbol with a given partition n:
[a]n = [a]n1 [a− 1]n2 · · · [a− l + 1]nl. (3.10.29)
For the variables t+(x(N)) and t
∗+(y(N)) we can introduce the hypergeometric function
〈M |eH(t
+(x(N)))eA(t
∗+(y(N)))|M〉 = pF
(η)
s
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ η,x(N),y(N)
)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
sn(x(N))sn(y(N))
[N ]n
[a1 +M ]n · · · [ap +M ]n
[b1 +M ]n · · · [bs +M ]n
. (3.10.30)
As in the case of (1.2.1) this the KP tau-function which is not the TL tau-function because the
factor [N ]n in the denominator does not depend onM . ForN = 1 we get elliptic hypergeometric
function of one variable [35]. For instance to obtain the elliptic very-well-poised hypergeometric
function
p+1Wp(α1;α4, α5, . . . , αp+1; z|η, τ
′) =
∞∑
n=0
zn
[α1 + 2n][α1]n
[α1][n]!
p−2∏
m=1
[αm+3]n
[α1 − αm+3 + 1]n
, (3.10.31)
we choose
tn =
zn
n
, t∗n =
1
n
, e−Tn−1 =
[α1 + 2n][α1]n
[α1][n]!
p−2∏
m=1
[αm+3]n
[α1 − αm+3 + 1]n
. (3.10.32)
Example 8 The hypergeometric function (1.3.1),(3.10.23) 1Φ1
(
a
b
∣∣∣ q,x(N),y(N)) can be de-
generated to 1Φ0 (a| q,x(N),y(N)
)
by taking b → +∞ (remember that |q| < 1). The limit
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b→ −∞ (with the rescaling of times xi, yi → q
b
2xi, q
b
2xi) is also of interest. Consider this limit
and put a = N −M .
Now we get an example of KP tau function (3.1.7) which is not a hypergeometric function.
Take Tn = −
γ
2
(n+ 1
2
)2, or the same
r(D) = q−D, q = e−γ , (3.10.33)
and rescale the times once more: tk = α
kpk, t
∗
k = α
kp∗k. We get the series
〈M |eH(t)eA(t
∗)|M〉 =
∑
n
α|n|eγf2(n)sn(p)sn(p
∗), (3.10.34)
f2(n) =
1
2
∑
i
[
(ni − i+M −
1
2
)2 − (−i+M −
1
2
)2
]
, (3.10.35)
which was recently considered in [60] (our notations n, α, γ are related to λ, q, β in [60] respec-
tively). This series is a generating function for double Hurwitz numbersHurd,b(n,m) introduced
in [60] as follows. Hurd,b(n,m) is a weighted number of connected degree d covering of P
1 with
monodromy around 0,∞ ∈ P 1 being n and m, respectively, and b additional simple ramifica-
tions. The genus of each covering is g = (b + 2 − l(n) − l(m))/2, where l(n) is the number
of parts of n. The weight of each covering is the reciprocal of the order of its automorphism
group. The formula presented in [60] in our terms reads as
log〈M |eH(t)eA(t
∗)|M〉 =
∑
d,b,n,m
αdγbpnp
∗
mHurd,b(n,m)/b!, (3.10.36)
for A see (3.1.3),(3.1.1),(3.10.33). Therefore the generating function for the double Hurwitz
numbers is expressed in terms of group cocycle of the ΨDO on the circle (see Appendix “Gauss
factorization problem, additional symmetries, string equations and ΨDO on the circle), which
is the correlator under the logarithm.
Example 9. Take r be a step function: r(n) = 0, n < k and r(n) = 1, n ≥ k, and let k < N .
Then
τr(x(N),y(N)) =
∑
n
l(n)≤k<N
sn(x(N))sn(y(N)) (3.10.37)
is equal the determinant of a Toeplitz matrix - it is a subject of Gessel’s theorem. We have the
determinant representation of (3.10.37) due to the formula (3.8.1).
3.11 Baker-Akhiezer functions and Sato Grassmannian
Let us write down the expression for Baker-Akhiezer functions (2.3.5) in terms of Miwa variables
(2.2.15):
w∞(M, t
−(x(N)), t
∗,
1
z
) =
τr(M, t
−(x(N+1)), t
∗)
τr(M, t−(x(N)), t∗)
N∏
i=1
(1−
xi
z
), x(N+1) = (x1, . . . , xN , z),
(3.11.1)
w∗∞(M, t, t
∗,
1
z
) = −
τr(M, t+ [z], t
∗)
τr(M,x(N), t∗)
N∏
i=1
1
(1− xi
z
)
dz
z
, [z] = (z,
z2
2
, . . .). (3.11.2)
We see that the variables xk, k = 1, . . . , N are zeroes of w∞(z) and poles of w
∗
∞(z).
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Remark 3 The associated linear problems for Baker-Akhiezer functions are read as
(∂t1 − ∂t1φn)w(n, t, t
∗, z) = w(n+ 1, t, t∗, z), (3.11.3)
∂t∗1w(n, t, t
∗, z) = r(n)eφn−1−φnw(n− 1, t, t∗, z). (3.11.4)
where w is either w∞ or w0. The compatibility of these equations gives rise to the equation
(3.3.8). Taking into account the second eq.(3.3.8), equations (3.11.3), (3.11.4) may be also
viewed as the recurrent equations for the tau-functions which depend on different number of
variables x(N).
Let us write down a plane of Baker-Akhiezer functions (2.3.5), which characterizes Sato Grass-
mannian related to the tau-function (3.3.1) τr(M, t, t
∗). We take xk = 0, k = 1, . . . , N in
(3.11.1) and obtain:
w∞(n, 0, t
∗, z) = zn(1+
∞∑
m=1
r(n)r(n−1) · · · r(n−m+1)pm(−t
∗)z−m), n = M,M+1,M+2, ....
(3.11.5)
The dual plane is
w∗∞(n, 0, t
∗, z) = z−n(1+
∞∑
m=1
r(n)r(n+1) · · · r(n+m−1)pm(t
∗)z−m)dz, n =M,M+1,M+2, ....
(3.11.6)
About these formulae see also (A4.22),(A4.23).
We see that when r has zeroes, then in the regions (3.5.3) the Grassmannian is the finite-
dimensional one. The corresponding tau-function is a particular case of the one found in [38],
[39].
3.12 Different representations
Let us rewrite hypergeometric series in different way representing all Pochhammer’s coefficients
(qa; q)n and (a)n through Schur functions. This gives us the opportunity to interchange the role
of Pochhammer’s coefficients and Schur functions in (1.3.1),(3.10.7), and to present different
fermionic representations of the hypergeometric functions. We have the relations (see [26]):∏
(i,j)∈n
(1− qa+j−i) =
sn(t(a, q))
sn(t(+∞, q))
,
∏
(i,j)∈n
(a+ j − i) =
sn(t(a))
sn(t(+∞)
, (3.12.1)
where parameters tm(a, q) and tm(a) are chosen via generalized Miwa transform [11] with mul-
tiplicity a (remember that |q| < 1)
tm(a, q) =
1− (qa)m
m(1− qm)
, tm(a) =
a
m
, m = 1, 2, . . . , (3.12.2)
sn(t(+∞, q)) = lim
a→+∞
sn(t(a, q)) =
qn(n)
Hn(q)
, (3.12.3)
sn(t(+∞)) = lim
a→+∞
sn
(
t1(a)
a
,
t2(a)
a2
, . . .
)
= lim
a→+∞
1
a|n|
sn(t(a)) =
1
Hn
. (3.12.4)
Now we rewrite the series (3.10.18) and (3.10.7) only in terms of Schur functions:
pΦs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, . . . , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣ q,x(N),y(N)
)
= τr(M, t(+∞, q), t
∗)
=
∑
n
l(n)≤N
∏p
k=1 sn(t(ak +M, q))∏s
k=1 sn(t(bk +M, q))
(sn(t(+∞, q)))
s−p+1 sn(x(N))sn(y(N))
sn(t(N, q))
, (3.12.5)
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pFs
(
a1 +M, . . . , ap +M
b1 +M, · · · , bs +M
∣∣∣∣∣x(N),y(N)
)
= τr(M, t(+∞), t) =
∑
n
l(n)≤N
∏p
k=1 sn(t(ak +M))∏s
k=1 sn(t(bk +M))
(sn(t(+∞)))
s−p+1 sn(x(N))sn(y(N))
sn(t(N))
. (3.12.6)
A nice feature of this formulae is that they do not contain number coefficients at all, it is a sum
of ratios of Schur functions only.
We obtain different fermionic representations of hypergeometric functions (3.12.6), (3.12.5),
and they are parametrized by a complex noninteger number b:
Proposition 10 For b ∈ C and for r = prs (see (3.10.3)) we have
τr(M, t(+∞), t
∗) = τrb(M, t(b+M), t
∗), rb =
r
b+D
. (3.12.7)
For r = pr
(q)
s (see (3.10.16)) we have
τr(M, t(+∞, q), t
∗) = τrb(M, t(b+M, q), t
∗), rb =
r
1− qb+D
. (3.12.8)
Remark 4 There are two ways to restrict the sum (3.1.7) to the sum over partitions of length
l(n) ≤ N . First, if we use Miwa’s change (2.2.14), then sn(x(N)) = 0, for n with length
l(n) > N . The second way is to restrict the Pochhammer’s coefficients: if we put ai = N for
one i from (3.10.16) equal to N , then the coefficient (qai , q)n vanishes for l(n) > N . Since we
expressed Pochhammer’s coefficients in terms of Schur functions in (3.12.1) both ways have the
same explanation. Indeed
tm(N, q) =
1
m
1− (qN)m
1− qm
=
1
m
(1 + (q)m + (q2)m + · · ·+ (qN−1)m). (3.12.9)
Therefore we obtain for Miwa’s change: x1 = 1, x2 = q, . . . , xN = q
N−1 and
sn(t(N, q)) = sn(1, q, . . . , q
N−1) = 0, l(n) > N. (3.12.10)
The same we have for the sum over partitions n such that l(n′) < K. Again the first way has
to be realized through the following Miwa’s change of variables:
tm = −
K∑
i=1
xmi
m
, sn(t) = sn′(x(K)). (3.12.11)
The second way is to make one of the parameters, for example aj from (3.10.16) equal to (−K).
In this case
sn(t(−K, q)) = sn′
(
1
q
,
1
q2
, . . . ,
1
qK
)
= 0, l(n′) > K. (3.12.12)
4 Further generalization. Examples of Gelfand-Graev
hypergeometric functions
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4.1 Generalization
Formula (3.3.7) is related to ’Gauss decomposition’ of operators inside vacuums 〈0| . . . |0〉 into
diagonal operator eH0(T) and upper triangular operator eH(t) and lower triangular operator
e−H
∗(t∗) the last two have the Toeplitz form. Now let us consider more general two-dimensional
Toda chain tau-function
τ = 〈M |eH(t)ge−A(t
∗)|M〉, (4.1.1)
where we decompose g in the following way:
g(γ˜, γ) = eA˜1(γ˜1) · · · eA˜k(γ˜k)e−Al(γl) · · · e−A1(γ1), (4.1.2)
where each of γ˜i, γi, A˜i, Ai has an additional index: γ˜in, γin, A˜in, Ain, (n = 1, 2, . . .). Here
each of Ai(γi) has a form as in (3.1.1),(3.1.3) and corresponds to operator r
i(D), while each
of A˜i(γ˜i) has a form of (3.1.11) and corresponds to operator r˜
i(D). Collections of variables
γ˜ = {γ˜in}, γ = {γin} play the role of coordinates for some wide enough class of Clifford group
elements g. This tau-function is related to rather involved generalization of the hypergeometric
functions we considered above. Tau-function (4.1.1),(4.1.2) may be considered as the result of
applying of the additional symmetries to the vacuum tau function, which is 1, see Appendix
“The vertex operator action”.
Let us calculate this tau-function. First of all we introduce a set consisting of m+1 partitions:
(n1, . . . ,nm,nm+1 = n), 0 ≤ n1 ≤ n2 ≤ · · · ≤ nm ≤ nm+1 = n, (4.1.3)
see [26] for the notation ≤ for the partitions. The corresponding set
Θmn = (n1, θ1, . . . , θm), θi = ni+1 − ni, i = 1, . . . , m (4.1.4)
depends on the partition n and the number m + 1 of the partitions. We take as sΘ(t
∗, γ)
the product which is relevant to the set Θmn and depending on the set of variables µi = {µij}
(i = (1, . . . , m+ 1), j = (1, 2 . . .))
sΘmn (µ) = sn1(µ1)sθ1(µ2) · · · sθm(µm+1). (4.1.5)
Here sθi is a skew Schur function (see [26]). Further we define function rΘmn (M):
rΘmn (M) = rn1(M)r
1
θ1
(M) · · · rmθm(M), (4.1.6)
where the function riθi(M) , a skew analogy of rn(M) from (3.1.4), is
rθi(M) =
s∏
j=1
r(n
(i)
j − j + 1 +M) · · · r(n
(i+1)
j − j +M), (4.1.7)
where ni+1 = (n
(i+1)
1 , . . . , n
(i+1)
s ). If the function r
i(m) has no poles and zeroes at integer points
then the relation
riθi(M) =
rini+1(M)
rini(M)
, i = 1, . . . , m (4.1.8)
is correct. To calculate the tau function we need the Lemma
Lemma 3 Let partitions n = (i1, . . . , is|j1− 1, . . . , js− 1) and n˜ = (˜i1, . . . , i˜r|j˜1− 1, . . . , j˜r− 1)
satisfy the relation n ≥ n˜. The following is valid:
〈0|ψ∗i˜1 · · ·ψ
∗
i˜r
ψ−j˜r · · ·ψ−j˜1e
Ai(γi)ψ∗−j1 · · ·ψ
∗
−jsψis · · ·ψi1 |0〉 =
= (−1)j˜1+···+j˜r+j1+···+jssθ(γi)rθ(0), θ = n− n˜. (4.1.9)
Proof: the proof is achieved by direct calculation (see Example 22 in Sec 5 of [26] for help).
Then we obtain the generalization of Proposition 1:
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Proposition 11
τM(t, t
∗; γ, γ˜) =
∑
n
∑
Θkn
∑
Θln
r˜Θkn(M)rΘln(M)sΘkn(t, γ˜)sΘln(t
∗, γ), (4.1.10)
where r˜Θkn(M) and rΘln(M) are given by (4.1.7).
With the help of this series one can obtain different hypergeometric functions.
4.2 The example of Gelfand,Graev and Retakh hypergeometric se-
ries
Let us consider the tau function:
τ(M, β˜, β; γ) = 〈M |eA˜(β˜)e−Al(γl) · · · e−A1(γ1)e−A(β)|M〉. (4.2.1)
We put
β˜ = (x,
x2
2
,
x3
3
, . . .), β = (y1, 0, 0, . . .), γi = (yi+1, 0, 0, . . .) i = (1, . . . , l). (4.2.2)
We obtain the series
τ(M,x, y1, . . . , yl+1) =
+∞∑
n1,...,nl+1=0
r˜(n1+···+nl+1)(M)rΘln(M)
(xy1)
n1 · · · (xyl+1)
nl+1
n1! · · ·nl+1!
= (4.2.3)
∑
n1,...,nl+1∈Z
c(n1, . . . , nl+1)(xy1)
n1 · · · (xyl+1)
nl+1, c(n1, . . . , nl+1) =
r˜(n1+···+nl+1)(M)rΘln(M)
Γ(n1 + 1) · · ·Γ(nl+1 + 1)
,(4.2.4)
where Θln corresponds to the set of simple partitions-rows
n1 = (n1),n2 = (n1 + n2), . . . ,nl+1 = (n1 + · · ·+ nl+1) (4.2.5)
When functions bi(n1, . . . , nl+1) defined as
bi(n1, . . . , nl+1) =
c(n1, . . . , ni + 1, . . . , nl+1)
c(n1, . . . , nl+1)
, i = 1, . . . , l + 1 (4.2.6)
are rational functions of (n1, . . . , nl+1), then tau function (4.2.3) is a Horn hypergeometric series
[13].
Above series for the special choice of functions ri(D) can be deduced from the Gelfand, Graev
and Retakh series defined on the special lattice and corresponding to the special set of param-
eters. Let us take the rational functions ri(D):
ri(D) =
∏p(i)
j=1(D + a
(i)
j )∏s(i)
m=1(D + b
(i)
m )
, (i = 0, . . . , l), r0(D) = r(D) (4.2.7)
r˜(D) =
∏p(l+1)
j=1 (D + a
(l+1)
j )∏s(l+1)
m=1 (D + b
(l+1)
m )
(4.2.8)
Let define N = p(0) + s(0) + 2
∑l
j=1(p
(j) + 2s(j)) + p(l+1) + s(l+1) + l + 1 and consider complex
space CN . In this space we consider the l + 1-dimensional basis B and the vector υ consisting
of parameters.
p0 = s0 = 0, pi = p
(i−1) + s(i), si = s
(i−1) + p(i), i = (1, . . . , l)
pl+1 = p
(l) + p(l+1), sl+1 = s
(l) + s(l+1), N =
l+1∑
j=1
(pj + sj) + l + 1 (4.2.9)
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f i = −(ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+1 + · · ·+ ep1+s1+···+pi−1+si−1+pi) +
+(ep1+s1+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+1 + · · ·+ ep1+s1+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+si), i = 1, . . . , l + 1 (4.2.10)
where ei = (0, . . . , 0,
i
1ˆ, 0, . . .)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
. The lattice B ∈ CN is generated by the vector basis of dimension
l + 1:
bi = f i + · · ·+ f l+1 + eN−l−1+i, i = 1, . . . , l + 1 (4.2.11)
Vector υ ∈ CN is defined as follows (compare with (4.2.10)):
υi = −(a
(i−1)
1 ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+1 + · · ·+ a
(i−1)
p(i−1)
ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+p(i−1) +
+b
(i)
1 ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+p(i−1)+1 + · · ·+ b
(i)
s(i)
ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi) +
+((b
(i−1)
1 − 1)ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+1 + · · ·+ (b
(i−1)
s(i−1)
− 1)ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+s(i−1) +
+(a
(i)
1 − 1)ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+s(i−1)+1 + · · ·+ (a
(i)
s(i)
− 1)ep0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+si)(4.2.12)
for i = (1, . . . l), and
υl+1 = −(a
(l)
1 ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+1 + · · ·+ a
(l)
p(l)
ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+p(l) +
+a
(l+1)
1 ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+p(l)+1 + · · ·+ a
(l+1)
s(l+1)
ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+pl+1) +
+((b
(l)
1 − 1)ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+pl+1+1 + · · ·+ (b
(l)
s(l)
− 1)ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+pl+1+s(l) +
+(b
(l+1)
1 − 1)ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+pl+1+s(l)+1 + · · ·+ (b
(l+1)
s(l+1)
− 1)ep0+s0+···+pl+sl+pl+1+sl+1) (4.2.13)
Vector υ is:
υ = υ1 + · · ·+ υl+1 (4.2.14)
Now we can write down Gelfand, Graev and Retakh hypergeometric series corresponding to
the lattice B and vector υ:
FB(υ; z) =
∑
b∈B
N∏
j=1
z
υj+bj
j
Γ(υj + bj + 1)
+
∑
n1,...,nl+1∈Z
N∏
j=1
z
υj+n1b
1
j
+···+nl+1b
l+1
j
j
Γ(υj + n1b
1
j + · · ·+ nl+1b
l+1
j + 1)
(4.2.15)
Let us compare this series with tau function (4.2.3):
FB(υ; z) = c1(a, b)g1(z) · · · cl+1(a, b)gl+1(z)τ(M,x, y1, . . . , yl+1) (4.2.16)
where
c−1i (a, b) = Γ(1− a
(i−1)
1 ) · · ·Γ(1− a
(i−1)
p(i−1)
)Γ(1− b
(i)
1 ) · · ·Γ(1− b
(i)
s(i)
)×
×Γ(b
(i−1)
1 ) · · ·Γ(b
(i−1)
s(i−1)
)Γ(a
(i)
1 ) · · ·Γ(a
(i)
s(i)
), i = 1, . . . , l (4.2.17)
c−1l+1(a, b) = Γ(1− a
(l)
1 ) · · ·Γ(1− a
(l)
p(l)
)Γ(1− a
(l+1)
1 ) · · ·Γ(1− a
(l+1)
s(l+1)
)×
×Γ(b
(l)
1 ) · · ·Γ(b
(l)
s(l)
)Γ(b
(l+1)
1 ) · · ·Γ(b
(l+1)
s(l+1)
) (4.2.18)
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zp0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+1 · · · zp1+s1+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+si
(−zp0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+1) · · · (−zp0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi)
= 1, i = 2, . . . , l (4.2.19)
zp1+1 · · · zp1+s1zN−l
(−z1) · · · (−zp1)
= y1 (4.2.20)
yi = zN−l−1+i, i = 2, . . . , l + 1 (4.2.21)
zp1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1+1 · · · zp1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1+sl+1
(−zp1+s1+···+pl+sl+1) · · · (−zp1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1)
= x (4.2.22)
gi(z) = z
(
−a
(i−1)
1
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+1 · · · z
(
−a
(i−1)
p(i−1)
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+p(i−1)
×
×z
(
−b
(i)
1
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+p(i−1)+1
· · · z
(
−b
(i)
s(i)
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi ×
×z
(
b
(i−1)
1 −1
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+1 · · · z
(
b
(i−1)
s(i−1)
−1
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+s(i−1)
×
×z
(
a
(i)
1 −1
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+s(i−1)+1
· · · z
(
a
(i)
s(i)
−1
)
p0+s0+···+pi−1+si−1+pi+si−1 (4.2.23)
for i = (1, . . . l), and
gl+1(z) = z
(
−−a
(l)
1
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+1
· · · z
(
−a
(l)
p(l)
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+p(l)
×
×z
(
−a
(l+1)
1
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+p(l)+1
· · · z
(
−a
(l+1)
s(l+1)
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1 ×
×z
(
b
(l)
1 −1
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1+1
· · · z
(
b
(l)
s(l)
−1
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1+s(l)
×
×z
(
b
(l+1)
1 −1
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1+s(l)+1
· · · z
(
b
(l+1)
s(l+1)
−1
)
p1+s1+···+pl+sl+pl+1+sl+1−1 (4.2.24)
Conclusion
We get multivariable hypergeometric functions as certain tau-functions of the KP hierarchy. It
means that we have a set of new relations on the multivariable hypergeometric functions. For
instance all hypergeometric functions of the form (3.1.6) or of the form (4.1.10) satisfy bilinear
Hirota equations [2] of the KP hierarchy. Hypergeometric functions may be also considered as
ratios of the tau-functions of the two-dimensional Toda lattice evaluated at special values of
Toda lattice times. To get hypergeometric functions of a single set of arguments (1.2.6),(1.2.1)
one should take t∗ as in (3.10.6), (3.10.17). To get hypergeometric functions of a double
set of arguments (1.3.1), (1.3.2) one should keep the descrete time M constant. One can
get the fermionic representations for different special functions and polynomials related to
these hypergeometric functions. Using integral representation one can express hypergeometric
functions as the integral of rather simple hypergeometric function. We also get determinant
representation of (3.1.6), which may allow to analize analytical properties of multivariable tau-
functions in terms of functions of only one variable. We wrote down the system of linear
equations on tau-function (3.1.6), which may allow to find applications to quantum mechanical
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problems. It is quite unexpected that we obtain q-deformed version of these hypergeometric
functions as tau-functions not of a q-deformed KP hierarchy [46],[47],[48],[49],[50] but of the
usual KP hierarchy. It is now an interesting problem to establish links between these results
and group-theoretic approach to the q-special functions [14, 13] and matrix integrals. Let us
note a certain similarity of some of our formulas and formulas from [29]. We expect to work
out connections with matrix models of Kontsevich type [30] and two-matrix models related to
2D Toda lattice [31, 32]. We consider (in [42, 43, 44]) the multicomponent KP [10, 40] as a
basis for obtaining new examples of hypergeometric functions.
Let us note the paper [60] which turns to be different example of the tau function (3.3.1).
This tau-function is not of hypergeometric type, but is closely related to it. This tau-function
has an interesting meaning in the algebraic geometry. In [61] the interpretation of the Schur
functions as a measure on partitions is explained, thus we have an additional interpretation of
hypergeometric functions as generating functions for certain probabilities described in [61].
In the present version of the paper we add references to the [62],[63] where different examples
of special functions of one and of two variables were considered as solutions of Hirota equations
with variable coefficients. It will be interesting to get the fermionic representations for these
examples.
Appendix 1 Formulae involving r(D)
Let r(n) = eTn−1−Tn, h(n) = eTn . Then the operators r(D), h(D), where D = z d
dz
, have the
simple properties
Fr(M, zz
∗) :=
(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
eTM−n−TM
(zz∗)−n
n!
)
(zz∗)M = (A1.1)
=
(
1−
1
zz∗
r(D)
D + a
)−a
· (zz∗)M =
(
1−
1
zz∗
r(D)
D + b
)−b
· (zz∗)M , a, b 6= −M, (A1.2)
ξ(∞)r (β, z,D) :=
∞∑
n=1
βn
(
1
z
r(D)
)n
, ξ(0)r (t, z, D) :=
∞∑
n=1
tn (r(D)z)
n . (A1.3)
Let us consider
fr(M,β, z) := (zz
∗)M
(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
eTM−n−TMz−npn(β)
)
= eξ
(∞)
r (β,z,D) · (zz∗)M . (A1.4)
Let h(n) = eTn . Then
h(D)
h(0)
· fr(M,β, z) = (zz
∗)Meξ(β,z
−1), ξ(β, z−1) :=
∞∑
m=1
βmz
−m. (A1.5)
Remark. Let us put mβm = a(z
∗)−m, m = 1, 2, ... with some a 6= 0, then fr(M,β, z) =
Fr′(M, zz
∗), where r′(D) = (D + a)r(D), since the elementary Schur polynomials (2.2.12)
pn(β) =
(a)n
n!
(z∗)−n. Eq.(3.12.7) generalizes this property for all partitions.
Appendix 2 Orthogonal polynomials and matrix inte-
grals
It is known that the hypergeometric functions (1.3.2) appear in the group representation theory
and are connected with the so-called matrix integrals [14]. On the other hand the set of
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examples [31, 30] reveals a connection between the matrix integrals [58] and the soliton theory.
To establish this connection in our case, it is useful to consider the related systems of the
orthogonal polynomials. Let us briefly describe how to write down these polynomials.
Let M+ be the largest integer zero of r. Then the function
f+r (zz
∗) =
+∞∑
n=0
(zz∗)n+M+eTn+M+−TM+ (A2.1)
is the eigenfunction of the operator 1
z
r(D) with the eigenvalue z∗. Since operator r(D) is
invertible on the functions {zM ,M > M+} we write
f+r (zz
∗) =
(
1−
1
r(D)
zz∗
)−1
· (zz∗)M+. (A2.2)
For example if we take r(n) = n we obtain
f+r (zz
∗) = ezz
∗
. (A2.3)
We use this function as weight function for a system of orthogonal polynomials {π±n , n =
0, 1, 2, . . .}, related to the hypergeometric solution of KP:∫
γ
π−n (t, β, z)e
ξ(t,z)f+r (zz
∗)eξ(β,z
∗)π+m(t, β, z
∗)dzdz∗ = e−φM++n(t,β)δn,m. (A2.4)
The corresponding two matrix integral [58] is the following one
τ(M, t, β) =
∫
eTrξ(t,Z)f+r (Tr(ZZ
∗)) eTrξ(β,Z
∗)dZdZ∗. (A2.5)
Here Z,Z∗ are Hermitian M ×M matrices.
Appendix 3 The vertex operator action
Now we present relations between hypergeometric functions which follow from the soliton the-
ory, for instance see [23],[22]. Let us introduce the operators which act on functions of t
variables:
Ω(∞)r (t
∗) := −
1
2πi
lim
ǫ→0
∮
V ∗∞(z + ǫ)ξ
(∞)
r (t
∗, z, D)V∞(z)dz, (A3.1)
Ω(0)r (t) :=
1
2πi
lim
ǫ→0
∮
V0(z + ǫ)ξ
(0)
r (t, z, D)V
∗
0 (z)z
−2dz, (A3.2)
where V∞(z), V
∗
∞(z), V0(z), V
∗
0 (z) are defined by (2.3.1). For instance
Ω(∞)r (t
∗) = Ω(0)r (t) =
∑
n>0
ntnt
∗
n, r = 1. (A3.3)
The bosonization formulae [10],[15] give the relations which connect hypergeometric functions
(3.1.7) and hypergeometric functions (4.1.10):
e−Ω
(∞)
r˜1
(γ˜1) · · · e
−Ω
(∞)
r˜k
(γ˜k) · · · e
Ω
(∞)
rl
(γl) · · · e
Ω
(∞)
rl
(γl)τr(M, t, t
∗) = τ(M, t, t∗; γ˜, γ), (A3.4)
e
Ω
(0)
rl
(γl) · · · e
Ω
(0)
rl
(γl) · · · e
−Ω
(0)
r˜k
(γ˜k) · · · e−Ω
(0)
r˜1
(γ˜1)τr(M, t, t
∗) = τ(M, t, t∗; γ˜, γ). (A3.5)
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In particular we have shift argument formulae for the tau function (3.1.7):
eΩ
(∞)
r (γ)τr(M, t, t
∗) = τr(M, t, t
∗ + γ), eΩ
(0)
r (γ)τr(M, t, t
∗) = τr(M, t+ γ, t
∗). (A3.6)
Also we have
e
∑∞
−∞
γnZnnτ(M, t,T, t∗) = e
∑∞
−∞
γnZ∗nnτ(M, t,T, t∗) = τ(M, t,T+ γ, t∗), (A3.7)
where
Znn = −
1
4π2
∮
zn
z∗n
V ∗∞(z
∗)V∞(z)dzdz
∗, Z∗nn = −
1
4π2
∮
zn
z∗n
V ∗0 (z
∗)V0(z)dzdz
∗. (A3.8)
For instance
e
∑∞
−∞
TnZnn exp
(
∞∑
n=1
ntnt
∗
n
)
= e
∑∞
−∞
TnZ∗nn exp
(
∞∑
n=1
ntnt
∗
n
)
= τ(M, t,T, t∗). (A3.9)
Appendix 4 Gauss factorization problem, additional sym-
metries, string equations and ΨDO on the
circle
Let us describe relevant string equations following Takasaki and Takebe [19],[21]. We shall also
consider this topic in a more detailed paper.
Let us introduce infinite matrices to describe KP and TL flows and symmetries, see [15].
Zakharov-Shabat dressing matrices are K and K¯. K is a lower triangular matrix with unit
main diagonal: (K)ii = 1. K¯ is an upper triangular matrix. The matrices K, K¯ depend on
parameters M, t,T, t∗. The matrices (Λ)ik = δi,k−1, (Λ¯)ik = δi,k+1. For each value of t,T, t
∗
and M ∈ Z they solve Gauss (Riemann-Hilbert) factorization problem for infinite matrices:
K¯ = KG(M, t,T, t∗), G(M, t,T, t∗) = exp (ξ(t,Λ))ΛMG(0,T, 0)Λ¯M exp
(
ξ(t∗, Λ¯)
)
. (A4.1)
We put log(K¯ii) = φi+M , and a set of fields φi(t, t
∗), (−∞ < i < +∞) solves the hierarchy of
higher two-dimensional TL equations.
Take L = KΛK−1, L¯ = K¯Λ¯K¯−1, and (∆)ik = iδi,k, M̂ = K∆K
−1 + M +
∑
ntnL
n,̂¯M = K¯∆K¯−1 +M +∑nt∗nL¯n. Then the KP additional symmetries [19],[21],[22],[23], [24] and
higher TL flows [15] are written as
∂βnK = −
((
r(M̂)L−1
)n)
−
K, ∂βnK¯ =
((
r(M̂)L−1
)n)
+
K¯, (A4.2)
∂t∗nK = −
(
L¯n
)
−
K, ∂t∗nK¯ =
(
L¯n
)
+
K¯. (A4.3)
Then the string equations are
L¯L = r(M̂), (A4.4)̂¯M = M̂. (A4.5)
The first equation is a manifestation of the fact that the group time β1 of the additional
symmetry of KP can be identified with the Toda lattice time t∗1. In terms of tau-function we
have the equation (A3.6) in terms of vertex operator action [22],[23], or the equations (3.7.1)
in case the tau-function is written in Miwa variables.
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The second string equation (A4.5) is related to the symmetry of our tau-functions with respect
to t↔ β.
When
r(M) =M + a, (A4.6)
the equations (A4.4),(A4.5) describe c = 1 string , see [20],[21]. In this case we easily get the
relation
[L¯, L] = 1. (A4.7)
The string equations in the form of Takasaki allows us to notice the similarity to the different
problem. The dispersionless limit of (A4.7) (and also of (A4.5), (A4.4), where r(M) = Mn,
and of (A4.6)) will be written as
λ¯λ = µn, n ∈ Z, (A4.8)
µ¯ = µ. (A4.9)
The case when λ¯ and µ¯ are complex conjugate of λ and of µ respectively, is of interest. These
string equations (mainly the case n = 1) were recently investigated to solve the so-called
Laplacian growth problem, see [41]. We are grateful to A.Zabrodin for the discussion on this
problem. For the dispersionless limit of the KP and TL hierarchies see [19].
In case the function r(n) has zeroes (described by divisor m = (M1, ...): r(Mk) = 0), one
needs to produce the replacement:
Λ→ Λ(m), Λ¯→ Λ¯(m), (A4.10)
where new matrices Λ(m),Λ¯(m) are defined as
(Λ(m))i,j = δi,j−1, j 6= Mk, (Λ(m))i,j = 0, j = Mk, (A4.11)
(Λ¯(m))i,j = δi,j+1, i 6= Mk, (Λ¯(m))i,j = 0, i =Mk. (A4.12)
This modification describes the open TL equation (3.4.9):
∂t1∂β1ϕn = δ(n)e
ϕn−1−ϕn − δ(n+ 1)eϕn−ϕn+1. (A4.13)
The set of fields φ∞, . . . , φM1, φM1+1 . . . consists of the following
parts due to the conditions
Ms∑
n=−∞
φn = 0,
Mk+1∑
n=Mk+1
φn = 0,
M1+1∑
n=∞
φn = 0, (A4.14)
which result from τ(Mk, t, t
∗) = 1.
Each internal part (3.5.3) of this Toda chain is a Mk+1 −Mk sites chain. There are two
semiinfinite parts which correspond to (3.5.2) and (3.5.4).
Remark 5 The matrix r(M̂) contains (M̂ − bi) in the denominator. The matrix (M̂ − bi)
−1
is K(∆− bi)
−1K−1(1 +O(t)) (compare the consideration of the inverse operators with [24]).
The KP tau-function (3.1.7) can be obtained as follows.
G(M, t,T, t∗) = G(0,T, 0)U(M, t, β), U(M, t, β) = U+(t)U−(M,β). (A4.15)
U+(t) = exp (ξ(t,Λ)) , U−(M,β) = exp
(
ξ(β,Λ−1r (∆ +M))
)
, (A4.16)
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The matrix G(0,T, 0) is related to the transformation of the eq.(3.3.11) to the eq.(3.3.8).
By taking the projection [15] U 7→ U−− for nonpositive values of matrix indices we obtain a
determinant representation of the tau-function (3.1.7):
τr(M, t, β) =
detU−−(M, t, β)
det
(
U+−−(t)
)
det
(
U−−−(M,β)
) = detU−−(M, t, β), (A4.17)
since both determinants in the denominator are equal to one. Formula (A4.17) is also a Segal-
Wilson formula for GL(∞) 2-cocycle [55] CM (U
+(−t), U−(−β)). Choosing the function r as
in Section 3.2 we obtain hypergeometric functions listed in the Introduction.
Remark 6 Therefore the hypergeometric functions which were considered above have the mean-
ing of GL(∞) two-cocycle on the two multiparametrical group elements U+(t) and U−(M,β).
Both elements U+(t) and U−(M,β) can be considered as elements of group of pseudodifferential
operators on the circle. The corresponding Lie algebras consist of the multiplication operators
{zn;n ∈ N0} and of the pseudodifferential operators {
(
1
z
r(z d
dz
+M)
)n
;n ∈ N0}. Two sets of
group times t and β play the role of indeterminates of the hypergeometric functions (3.10.5).
Formulas (3.1.7) and (3.1.12) mean the expansion of GL(∞) group 2-cocycle in terms of cor-
responding Lie algebra 2-cocycle
cM(z,
1
z
r(D)) = r(M), cM(r˜(D)z,
1
z
r(D +M)) = r˜(M)r(M). (A4.18)
Japanese cocycle is cohomological to Khesin-Kravchenko cocycle [56] for the ΨDO on the circle:
cM ∼ c0 ∼ ωM , (A4.19)
which is
ωM(A,B) =
∮
res∂A[log(D +M), B]dz, A,B ∈ ΨDO. (A4.20)
For the group cocycle we have
CM
(
e−
∑
zntn , e−
∑
(z−1r(D))nβn
)
= τr(M, t, β), (A4.21)
where we imply that the order of ΨDO r(D) is 1 or less. About properties of e−
∑
(z−1r(D))nβn
see (A1.3),(A1.4).
Remark 7 It is interesting to note that in case of hypergeometric functions pFs (1.2.6) the
order of r is p − s (see Example 3), and the condition p − s ≤ 1 is the condition of the
convergence of this hypergeometric series, see [13]. Namely the radius of convergence is finite
in case p− s = 1, it is infinite when p− s < 1 and it is zero for p− s > 1 (this is true for the
case when no one of ak in (1.2.6) is nonnegative integer).
Remark 8 The set of functions {w(n, z), n = M,M + 1,M + 2, . . .}, where
w(n, z) = exp
(
−
∞∑
m=0
t∗m
(
1
z
r(D)
)m)
· zn, (A4.22)
may be identified with Sato Grassmannian (3.11.5) related to the cocycle (A4.21). The dual
Grassmannian (3.11.6) is the set of one forms {w∗(n, z), n = M,M + 1,M + 2, . . .},
w∗(n, z) = exp
(
∞∑
m=0
t∗m
(
1
z
r(−D)
)m)
· z−ndz. (A4.23)
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Appendix 5 Equations with respect to T variables
Let us show that variables T play the role of time variables. We shall write down some equation
involving the differentiation with respect to T. The relevant Liouville equations is constructed
in terms of
evk =
〈M + 1|eH(t)ψke
H0(T)eH
∗(t∗)|M〉〈M − 1|eH(t)ψ∗ke
H0(T)eH
∗(t∗)|M〉
〈M |eH(t)eH0(T)eH∗(t∗)|M〉2
. (A5.1)
The equations are
−
∂2vk
∂t1∂Tk
= evk , k ∈ Z. (A5.2)
To get three-wave equations take
βnm =
〈M |eH(t)ψmψ
∗
ne
H0(T)eH
∗(t∗)|M〉
〈M |eH(t)eH0(T)eH∗(t∗)|M〉
, (A5.3)
β1′n =
〈M + 1|eH(t)ψne
H0(T)eH
∗(t∗)|M〉
〈M |eH(t)eH0(T)eH∗(t∗)|M〉
, βn1′ =
〈M − 1|eH(t)ψ∗ne
H0(T)eH
∗(t∗)|M〉
〈M |eH(t)eH0(T)eH∗(t∗)|M〉
. (A5.4)
Then we obtain
− ∂Tnβ1′m = β1′nβnm, −∂Tnβm1′ = βmnβn1′ , ∂t1βmn = βm1′β1′n, m 6= n, n,m ∈ Z.
(A5.5)
One obtains these equations with the help of the Lax type representation [57]:
[∂Tm + β1′m∂
−1
t1
βm1′ , ∂Tn + β1′n∂
−1
t1
βn1′ ] = 0. (A5.6)
It is possible to write down the discrete versions of these equations, and (the discrete and the
continues) equations involving only T variables.
Appendix 6 Orthogonal q-polynomials
Now we present the fermionic representation of polynomials listed in the Introduction. These
polynomials are obtained by the specification of (3.10.25).
q-Askey-Wilson polynomials are defined as
pn(x; a, b, c, d|q) = a
−n(ab; q)n(ac; q)n(ad; q)n
×4ϕ3
(
q−n, qn−1abcd, aeiη, ae−iη
ab, ac, ad
∣∣∣∣∣ q, q
)
, x = cos η. (A6.1)
Let operator 4r
(q)
3 (D) be
4r
(q)
3 (D) =
(1− q−n+D)(1− abcdqn−1+D)(1− aeiηqD)(1− ae−iηqD)
(1− abqD)(1− acqD)(1− adqD)
. (A6.2)
For this operator we have:
4τ 3(M, t,T, t∗)
4τ 3(M, 0,T, 0)
= 〈M |eH(t)e−A(t
∗)|M〉, (A6.3)
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where
Ak =
1
2πi
∮
ψ∗(z)
(
1
z
4r
(q)
3 (D)
)k
ψ(z), k = 1, 2, . . . . (A6.4)
If we take the variables t∗ as in (3.10.17) and
t = (q,
q2
2
,
q3
3
, . . .), (A6.5)
4τ
(q)
3 (M, t,T, t
∗)
4τ
(q)
3 (M, 0,T, 0)
= 4ϕ3
(
qM−n, qM+n−1abcd, aqMeiη, aqMe−iη
qMab, qMac, qMad
∣∣∣∣∣ q, q
)
=
+∞∑
m=0
(qM−n; q)m(q
M+n−1abcd; q)m(aq
Meiη; q)m(aqe
−iη; q)m
(abqM ; q)m(acqM ; q)m(adqM ; q)m
qm
(q; q)m
. (A6.6)
For M = 0 we obtain q-Askey-Wilson polynomials:
pn(x; a, b, c, d|q) = aq
−n(ab; q)n(ac; q)n(ad; q)n
4τ 3(0, t,T, t∗)
4τ 3(0, 0,T, 0)
. (A6.7)
If parameters in (A6.2) are
a = q
2α+1
4 , b = −q
2ν+1
4 , c = q
2α+3
4 , d = −q
2ν+3
4 , (A6.8)
we get a fermionic representation for continuous q-Jacobi polynomials
P (α,ν)n (x|q) =
(qα+1; q)n
(q; q)n)
4τ 3(0, t,T, t∗)
4τ 3(0, 0,T, 0)
. (A6.9)
For c = −a, b = −d = q
1
2a we have q-Gegenbauer polynomials
Cn(cos η;µ|q) =
(µ2; q)n
µ
n
2 (q; q)n
4τ 3(0, t,T, t∗)
4τ 3(0, 0,T, 0)
, µ = a2. (A6.10)
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients Cq(l, j) see [14].
Let
3r
(q)
2 (D) =
(1− qj−l1+D)(1− ql1+j+1+D)(1− q−l+m+D)
(1− ql2−l+j+1+D)(1− q−l−l2+j+D)
. (A6.11)
For variables from (3.10.17) and (A6.5) we have
3τ
(q)
2 (M, t,T, t
∗)
3τ
(q)
2 (M, 0,T, 0)
= 3Φ2
(
j − l1 +M, l1 + j + 1 +M,−l +m+M
l2 − l + 1 +M,−l − l2 + j +M
∣∣∣∣∣ q, q
)
. (A6.12)
Thus we have the fermionic representation
Cq(l, j) =
(−1)l1−jqB∆(l)[l + l2 − j]!([l, j][2l + 1])
1
2
[l1 − l2 + l]![l + l2 − l1]![l2 − l + j]![l1 − j]![l2 + k]![l −m]!
3τ
(q)
2 (0, t,T, t
∗)
3τ
(q)
2 (0, 0,T, 0)
. (A6.13)
q-Hahn polynomials
Let us take the operator:
3r
(q)
2 (D) =
(1− q−n+D)(1− abqn+1+D)(1− q−x+D)
(1− aqD+1)(1− qD−N)
, n ≤ N. (A6.14)
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The corresponding tau function whose variables are defined in (3.10.17) and (A6.5):
3τ
(q)
2 (M, t,T, t
∗)
3τ
(q)
2 (M, 0,T, 0)
= 3ϕ2
(
qM−n, abqM+n+1, qM−x
aqM+1, qM−N
∣∣∣∣∣ q, q
)
. (A6.15)
Therefore the fermionic representation of q-Hahn polynomials is
Qn(q
−x; a, b;−N |q) =
3τ
(q)
2 (0, t,T, t
∗)
3τ
(q)
2 (0, 0,T, 0)
. (A6.16)
q-Racah polynomials Now we take as r(D)
4r
(q)
3 (D) =
(1− q−n+D)(1− abqn+1+D)(1− q−x+D)(1− cdqx+1+D)
(1− aqD+1)(1− bdqD+1)(1− cqD+1)
. (A6.17)
The tau function is:
4τ
(q)
3 (M, t,T, t
∗)
4τ
(q)
3 (M, 0,T, 0)
= 4ϕ3
(
qM−n, abqM+n+1, qM−x, cdqM+x+1
aqM+1, bdqM+1, cqM+1
∣∣∣∣∣ q, q
)
, (A6.18)
where t∗ and t as in (3.10.17) and (A6.5). Thus we have an expression
Rn(µ(x); a, b, c, d|q) =
4τ
(q)
3 (0, t,T, t
∗)
4τ
(q)
3 (0, 0,T, 0)
, µ(x) = q−x + cdqx+1. (A6.19)
Little q-Jacobi polynomials
Setting operator r(D):
2r
(q)
1 (D) =
(1− q−n+D)(1− abqn+1+D)
(1− aqD+1)
, (A6.20)
we get tau function:
2τ
(q)
1 (M, t,T, t
∗)
2τ
(q)
1 (M, 0,T, 0)
= 2ϕ1
(
qM−n, abqM+n+1
aqM+1
∣∣∣∣∣ q, qx
)
, (A6.21)
where tm =
(qx)m
m
and t∗ as in (3.10.17).
pn(x; a, b|q) =
2τ
(q)
1 (0, t,T, t
∗)
2τ
(q)
1 (0, 0,T, 0)
. (A6.22)
Appendix 7
Since we have exp (Tn : ψ
∗
nψn :) = 1 +
(
eTn − 1
)
: ψ∗nψn : the tau-function (3.3.1) is a linear
function of each eTm−1. Take in the series (3.3.1) a coefficient before the monomial
∏
i(e
Tmi−1),
where {mi} form a set of indices X . Denote this coefficient as ρ(X, t, t
∗) exp (−
∑∞
k=1 ktkt
∗
k).
The function ρ(X, t, t∗) has the following meaning in the probability theory [60]. The Schur
measure on partitions is defined via the formula:
µ(n, t, t∗) = sn(t)sn(t
∗) exp
(
−
∞∑
k=1
ktkt
∗
k
)
, (A7.1)
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where n is a partition, and t, t∗ are parameters. Then the function ρ(X, t, t∗) describes the
probability that the set {ni− i} contains a given set X ⊂ Z. The Schur measure has a natural
group-theoretical interpretation, see [60]. In this context it may be of interest to consider the
following measure on partitions, which generalizes (A7.1):
µr˜r(n, t, t
∗) =
r˜n(M)rn(M)sn(t)sn(t
∗)
〈M |eA˜(t)eA(t∗)|M〉
, (A7.2)
see (3.1.12). Let us note that in the case of hypergeometric tau-functions, function rn is a
rational function of the Schur polynomials, see (3.12.5),(3.12.6) below.
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